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Chapter 31 – Frozen Cloud’s Seven Fairies – Chu Yueli 

“Wait a minute! You can’t leave just yet!” 

A voice came from behind, and temporarily stopped Xiao Che in his tracks. 

Xiao Yulong walked quickly towards Xiao Che and, at the same time, said with a righteous face: 

“Everyone knows that Xiao Che just got married four days ago, and the one he married is our Floating 

Cloud City’s number one beauty, the Xia family’s precious daughter, Xia Qingyue. But, everyone must 

not forget the reason Xia Qingyue married Xiao Che! It’s because Fifth Elder’s son, Xiao Ying, had saved 

Xia Qingyue’s life in the past. The first reason was to repay the debt of gratitude, and the second reason 

was to honor the engagement from sixteen years ago. But whether it’s to repay the debt of gratitude, or 

honor the engagement, the one she should have married was Xiao Ying’s biological son... and not this 

bastard who isn’t of Xiao Clan’s bloodline, who popped out from who knows where!” 

Xiao Yulong words instantly reminded everyone, the fact that Xia Qingyue had married Xiao Che was 

because of the agreement made sixteen years ago. Since Xiao Che was no longer the biological child of 

Xiao Ying, therefore the marriage was precisely an absolute mistake! 

And since it was a mistake, it should... 

Xiao Che didn’t look back, and replied coldly: “Xiao Yulong, it’s none of your business to interfere in my 

marriage affairs.” 

“No, it is my business.” Xiao Yulong smirked and said: “At the moment, the entire Floating Cloud City 

knows that the number one beauty had been married into our Xiao Clan. Once today is over, the entire 

city will also know that this number one beauty had in fact not married into Xiao Clan, but to a bastard 

child that the Xiao Clan had been feeding in vain for sixteen years. And what a huge joke it would be!” 

Turning his gaze, he looked towards the silent Xia Hongyi that was standing at the back; Yulong raised 

his voice again and continued: “Master Xia, from what Yulong had heard, you and Xiao Ying had been 

brothers in arms years ago, and it may have been your wish to marry your daughter to Xiao Che. 

However now that the truth is out, that this Xiao Che was actually not Xiao Ying’s son, but was just a 

bastard child that was picked up from god knows where, I suppose that you must feel conflicted in your 

heart and is having trouble accepting this right now.” 

Xia Hongyi remained silent, but his facial expression did indeed look somewhat terrible. 

And at this time, the rest of the Xiao Clan disciples who could not bear to see Xia Qingyue’s marriage to 

Xiao Che finally found their opportunity to vent their frustrations and started to yell. 

“Xiao Yulong is right! Xia Qingyue belongs to our Xiao Clan, and now that we know Xiao Che is not one of 

our Xiao Clan people, the marriage should be annulled!” 

“The Fifth Elder clearly knew that Xiao Che wasn’t one of us, yet he still went ahead with the marriage.... 

this is simply a shameless swindle of a marriage!” 

“This good for nothing trash Xiao Che was not fit to be with Xia Qingyue in the first place! Quickly annul 

this marriage and then banish him from Xiao Clan!” 



“Master Xia! Please say something... Aren’t you angry after being lied to by Fifth Elder and Xiao Che for 

so many years? Are you going to let your daughter’s marriage become nothing but a joke?” 

.................. 

Sarcasm, criticism, rejoicement, insults, and even the sound of people fanning the flames were heard... 

The people who were jealous of Xiao Che marrying Xiao Qingyue finally found an outlet to release their 

anger, and with each shout, the insults became more ear-piercing than the last. Since all of them were 

supposedly on the “correct” side, each and every one of them continued to criticize with an upright face, 

as if they were at a common trial. 

At this moment, Xiao Yunhai gave his verdict with a cold face: “Xiao Che, you have heard everyone. You 

have no right to marry Xia Clan’s precious daughter. In order to not let our Xiao Clan become Floating 

Cloud City’s laughingstock and bring shame to the Xia Clan, hand over the marriage certificate before 

you leave our Xiao Clan.” 

Xiao Che did not speak as he reached into his chest and took out the marriage certificate... He had 

always carried around this marriage certificate with him. This was because the number of people within 

the Xiao Clan who wanted to destroy this certificate were simple too numerous. 

Once Xiao Yulong saw the certificate, he rushed toward him with the intent to snatch it, however Xiao 

Che just moved to the side and placed the marriage certificate into the hands on Xia Qingyue. 

Xia Qingyue subconsciously held on to the certificate, as if in a trance. 

“As husband and wife, the decision on whether or not we should separate, should always be between 

us. Not even the gods have the right to interfere.” As Xiao Che looked at Xia Qingyue, his cold voice 

reached everyone’s ears. Immediately after, he gentled his voice as he tenderly looked at Xia Qingyue: 

“But at the moment, I don’t have the power to protect this marriage certificate, so I can only pass it to 

you... If you still want to be my wife, then keep and protect it. If you want to regain your freedom... 

which is also good as well, then destroy it at once.” 

Xia Qingyue: “.....” 

Although he lost some of his pride as man by passing the responsibility of the marriage certificate and 

decision to Xia Qingyue, at that time, he had no other choice. 

As he saw the quiet Xia Qingyue tightly clutch onto the marriage certificate, he gave her a slight smile 

and nodded. He took one last glance at Xiao Lie, Xiao Lingxi, and Xia Hongyi, and then walked towards 

the main entrance. He never turned his head back as he solitarily stepped out of Xiao Clan, and 

disappeared from everyone’s line of sight. 

Xiao Che was a nobody, and had always been since the beginning. Even amongst the Xiao Clan, he was a 

dispensable existence. Even if his speech today had amazed quite a number of people, it still didn’t 

change the impression people had towards him for the past number of years. Since his departure was 

only just a small matter, it at most let them gloat for a while... Instantly, all their attention were focused 

onto the marriage certificate in Xia Qingyue hands. 

“Lady Xia, I assume that you must be furious after knowing the truth.” Xiao Yulong walked closer to Xia 

Qingyue, laughing as he continued: “Xiao Che not only deceived our Xiao Clan for sixteen years, but had 



also dragged your Xia Clan down too. But it’s okay now; Lady Xia just has to tear up the marriage 

certificate in your hand and whatever that had happened before would just disappear. The entire 

Floating Cloud City will understand and support your decision. With your talent and beauty, surely you 

can find someone who is a thousand times better than Xiao Che.” 

Ever since Xiao Yulong’s shameful performance, Xia Qingyue had always felt disgust towards him, and at 

this point in time, she was even further disgusted than before. She coldly replied: “Do you not 

understand what my husband had just said? Outsiders have no business in interfering with our affairs!” 

Xiao Yulong’s complexion suddenly changed color... a lot of other complexions had also changed. 

Almost everyone thought that Xia Qingyue had only wanted to repay a debt of gratitude and thus was 

forced into marrying Xiao Che in order to fulfill the agreement from sixteen years ago. If not, with her 

talent and appearance, why would she willingly marry a good for nothing piece of trash when she had 

the pick of any number of talented young men? They were under the impression that Xia Qingyue would 

not hesitate to rip the marriage certificate into shreds, but who would have thought that she would say 

the same words Xiao Che had said with an incomparable determination, and still called Xiao Che... 

“Husband”. 

Xiao Yulong face became the red color of pork liver. This was entirely different from the play he had 

expected to happen. Now that Xiao Che had been expelled from Xiao Clan, by right, Xia Qingyue did not 

have any relationships with the Xiao Clan anymore. If she doesn’t tear the marriage certificate, the Xiao 

Clan fundamentally had no right to force her. 

Xiao Lie lifeless eyes suddenly flash with splendor, and his gaze towards Xia Qingyue became extremely 

gentle. Under Xiao Clan’s pressure and chants, she had instead said those words, so no matter what the 

future may hold, she could be considered to have not let Xiao Che down... At least, she defended the 

last of Xiao Che’s pride. 

Even Xiao Lingxi, who always had an unspeakable enmity towards Xia Qingyue felt sincere gratitude for 

her. 

Xia Hongyi who had been keeping silent the entire time nodded his head at this very moment, with a 

very pleased look appearing on his face. 

Xiao Kuangyun’s complexion had also become ashen. If Xia Qingyue did not tear up the marriage 

certificate, it would become much more troublesome to obtain her. This was because behind him, was 

his overseer, Xiao Moshan, the Vice Leader of Xiao Sect’s Discipline Hall, who was old fashioned, strict, 

and also someone whom even he feared. He came with Xiao Kuangyun this time to firstly protect him, 

but secondly to monitor him, and prevent him from doing anything that would sully the reputation of 

the Xiao Sect. Xiao Moshan allowed him to flirt as he pleased, yet he would never allow him to steal 

another’s wife... even if he was the biological son of the Sect Master, he would still interfere regardless. 

However, he was still a young master of the Xiao Sect; how could he not be able to handle a merchant’s 

daughter from Floating Cloud City? He lowered his eyebrows and forcefully ordered: “This matter is not 

your decision to make! This marriage has affected Xiao Clan’s reputation, and since Xiao Clan originated 

from the Xiao Sect, this means it also affects my Xiao Sect’s reputation! I won’t allow anyone to tarnish 

the reputation of my Xiao Sect! Xiao Ba, go and destroy the marriage certificate for me!!” 



“Yes! Young Master!” 

Xiao Kuangyun forcefully roared out an implausible reason, but no one dared to refute him. Xiao 

Moshan too, did not take any action. Xiao Ba responded to the order by jumping down from the stage 

and charged towards Xia Qingyue; his target, the marriage certificate in her hands. 

Even if it was just a follower of the Xiao Sect, who in Floating Cloud City would be able to stop him? Just 

as everyone thought the marriage certificate in Xia Qingyue hands was unable to be saved, a whizzing 

sound suddenly descended from the sky, accompanied by a surge of extremely cold wind.... 

Whoosh!! 

Before Xiao Ba even reached the floor, he had already been blown back, and unsightly sprawled on the 

stage. He continued to lie on the floor, trembling, and did not get up... If one took a closer look, they 

would notice a thin layer of ice surrounding his entire body. 

The sudden change of events caused everyone to exclaim in surprise. Xiao Moshan who had been 

keeping his eyes closed all this while, suddenly opened his eyes and look upwards towards the sky... At 

this moment, a clear and chilly voice came from above: “You Xiao Sect have truly gotten more and more 

capable huh, so much that you even start to meddle in the marriage affairs of my Asgard disciple! Who 

gave you the right to do so?” 

In the blue sky with the occasional white cloud, was a floating woman, fully dressed in white, who 

looked down on the crowd with her cold eyes. She had an exceptionally snow white complexion and 

vermilion lips, a beauty with skin that was both smooth and fair. She had peerless elegance and a pure 

holiness, like that of a fairy who had descended from the palace in the moon. At the same time, she 

resembled a cold, prideful, and untainted icy lotus. 

(TL: Palace in the moon referencing a Chinese folktale about Chang’Er.) 

Although her features were clearly distinct, it was hard for anyone to ascertain her true age. She seemed 

to be in her twenties, and then in her thirties, yet still appeared to be in her teens as well... A piece of 

sparkling and translucent ice crystal levitated around her body. She was just like a fairy, dreamy and 

absolutely beautiful. 

The beautiful sight in the sky stunned everyone. Suddenly, a trembling shout rang out in the crowd. 

“Pro.. Profound Floating Technique! It’s the Profound Floating Technique!!” 

This cry was like a bomb that had dropped onto everyone, and caused their jaws to open widely as their 

eyes almost popped out of their sockets. A huge change in expression can be seen in every one of their 

eyes. 

That’s right! The woman in the sky was clearly floating without any help of any profound items, nor any 

flying creature! She was purely using her own power to float in the sky... and the only people that can 

float in the sky, who should have mastered the Profound Floating Technique, must at least reach the 

level of the Sky Profound Realm! 

This woman in the sky, was actually a practitioner of the legendary... Sky Profound Realm!! 



“Frozen Cloud’s... Seven Fairies!!” Xiao Moshan whispered under his breath as both his mind and body 

began to tighten and deep fear flashed across his eyes. 

“What? What did you say?” Xiao Kuangyun who was intoxicated by the woman in the sky, suddenly 

regained his senses after hearing the four words “Frozen Cloud’s Seven Fairies”.... These seven women 

were the reason why Frozen Cloud Asgard was one of the top clans. They were people that even his 

father deeply feared. Rumors say that within the Frozen Cloud’s Seven Fairies, the lowest profound 

strength was already at the Sky Profound Realm! And the strongest of them, was reportedly to be 

halfway to the Emperor Profound Realm! 

Xiao Sect’s position was always below the Frozen Cloud Asgard’s because of the existence of the Frozen 

Cloud Seven Fairies. For three consecutive seasons in the Blue Wind Ranking Tournament, the Xiao Sect 

had always lost to the Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

“Young Master, she is the fifth ranked amongst the Frozen Cloud Seven Fairies, Chu Yueli! I don’t know 

why she would appear here... But no matter what, do not offend her... Even if ten of me were to come 

together, I will still not be able to win against her!” Xiao Moshan whispered softly. He clearly knew what 

kind of lecher Xiao Kuangyun truly was. If he angered her by revealing his perverted nature, the 

consequences would simply be unthinkable! 

Chapter 32 – The Ice Fairy Deterrent 

When he heard what Moshan had said, how could Xiao Kuangyun dare be cocky? He rapidly curbed his 

arrogance and raised his head to speak: “So it’s actually Chu fairy of Frozen Cloud Asgard, this junior’s 

name is Xiao Kuangyun. To have accidentally encountered you here is this Kuangyun’s great fortune. 

But, why did Chu fairy decide to personally descend on this little Floating Cloud City today? Could it be 

that it’s an important matter? Father had always lectured to be extremely courteous if encountering a 

fairy from Frozen Cloud Asgard. If there is anything I can help you with, Chu fairy should not hesitate to 

speak.” 

After hearing the words “Frozen Cloud Asgard” from Xiao Kuangyun’s mouth, everyone became 

instantly stunned and a *gulp* sound could be heard coming out of their throats. 

This little Floating Cloud City had received the concern of a fairy? Normally, even third-rate Sects held 

this place beneath their contempt but today, not only had Xiao Sect members come, even Frozen Cloud 

Asgard had sent people! 

It was not surprising that this woman had come forth in such an extraordinary manner, for she had a 

beauty that was out of this world, and also used the Profound Floating Technique. She was actually a 

person from Frozen Cloud Asgard, and her status within Frozen Cloud Asgard was not low at all! 

Otherwise, Xiao Kuangyun, as the Xiao Sect Master’s son, would unlikely go out of his way to be this 

cautious and polite. 

“Why am I come here?” Chu Yueli coldly answered: “You Xiao Sect are even bullying my disciple, don’t 

tell me that you want me to watch silently and allow you to humiliate her?” 

“Your disciple?” Xiao Kuangyun stared blankly for a bit, then afterwards he adopted a frightened look: 

“Chu fairy, the disciple you are talking about.... could it be.... Xia Qingyue?” 



As he said that, Xia Qingyue walked up to Chu Yueli and respectfully said: “Master.” 

That one simple word had cause Xiao Kuangyun’s face to fiercely convulse as Xiao Yulong fell into a 

complete daze. The entire Xiao Clan and the various nobles of Floating Cloud City were all struck dumb, 

shocked to the point that their hearts had nearly halted. 

My heavens! This Xia Clan’s daughter was actually Frozen Cloud Asgard’s disciple! Unexpectedly, a 

disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard had all along been within this Floating Cloud City!! 

The faces of those that looked at Xia Qingyue had changed to become incomparably shocked and awed. 

The gaze of the watching Xia Hongyi had also abruptedly changed. 

Xiao Yulong stood there for a long time, and then suddenly broke up into a cold sweat. Xia Qingyue was 

actually a disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard.... Previously, he went as far as attempting to molest her, but 

had been taught a lesson that had landed him in an awkward situation. His heart still held that 

resentment, but when he thought about it, coming back alive from that was simply like picking up 

what’s left of his entire life! To have tried to take liberties with a disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard.... how 

many people in Blue Wind Empire had that kind of courage? 

That was nothing compared to how Xiao Che and Xia Qingyue had been forced apart. This was his plan 

he offered to Xiao Kuangyun, so that Xiao Kuangyun could obtain Xia Qingyue after Xiao Che’s 

departure, that had miserably failed.... If this were to be found out by Frozen Cloud Asgard, he was 

practically doomed to die a tragic death. 

In his cold sweat, Xiao Yulong looked towards the direction of Xiao Kuangyun’s face that was devoid of 

color. 

“So.... so it turns out that Xia Qingyue was unexpectedly your noble disciple, this.... junior had not been 

aware of this beforehand, which resulted in this misunderstanding.” 

If it was his Xiao Sect’s disciple, Xiao Kuangyun would never let this go. But Frozen Cloud Asgard was 

different! Those of Frozen Cloud Asgard were not a blood-related sect. Their disciples were all female, 

selected from the ones with the best aptitude amongst the Blue Wind Empire. As a result, they were the 

smallest sect out of the Four Major Sects. However, they still ranked second amongst the Four Major 

Sects, which clearly indicated their extraordinary level of skill. The aptitude of every disciple within 

Frozen Cloud Asgard was extremely high, and none were mediocre. Each and every one of them 

received the protection of their Asgard. If he provoked his Xiao Sect’s disciples of a lower position, 

perhaps it would only be a trivial matter. If he provoked another Sect’s disciples, their death would 

usually be the common result. But to provoke Frozen Cloud Asgard.... even if it was the lowest level 

female disciple, the Asgard still wouldn’t yield, still not give a satisfactory answer, and by no means 

abandon them! 

“Misunderstanding? It’s best if it’s only a misunderstanding. Are you still going to continue to tear my 

disciple’s marriage certificate to shreds?” Chu Yueli asked with an indifferent expression as she swept 

her gaze downwards and no one dared to meet her gaze, face to face. Although she was just a woman, 

all the men present felt that she was a fairy of the Moon Palace. As a common man, they were ashamed 

of their inferiority and felt the gap inbetween; it was fundamentally impossible for them to dare to take 

more than a single glimpse. 



“Since it was a misunderstanding, how could this one dare?” Xiao Kuangyun reasoned calmly: “But, 

junior is puzzled about one matter.... Although junior may not know many things, it is understood that 

Frozen Cloud Asgard’s fairies are forbidden to be passionate, and have to suppress their desires. They 

are never allowed to married, yet why was this Xia Qingyue allowed to.....” 

“Hmph! Although my Asgard’s Frozen Clouds Arts indeed requires self restraint and abstinence, it never 

forbade disciples to marry. Qingyue joined my Asgard at the age of twelve but had always been 

reluctant to follow me back to Asgard. It was simply for the wait of marrying Xiao Che at the age of 

sixteen. It wasn’t out of passion, but merely because of her kindness and commitment. In the face of 

such heavy righteousness and genuine nature, my Asgard naturally would not prevent this; even if my 

Asgard prohibited marriage, this may well be the biggest exception. Young Master Xiao, do you have any 

other questions?” Chu Yueli coldly replied. It was said in a flat voice, and every single letter lingered in 

one’s ear, laced in ice. It made the heart suffer an uncontrollable chill that didn’t let one dare to have 

any refutable thoughts. 

“No no, this was truly just a misunderstanding.” Xiao Kuangyun hurriedly said. He had no choice but to 

turn towards Xia Qingyue and say: “Xia fairy, just then, I was unaware that you were a Frozen Cloud 

Asgard disciple. If you were offended in anyway, please do not take it to heart.” 

The status of being Xiao Sect Master’s son was obviously higher than that of a Frozen Cloud Asgard’s 

disciple, but with Chu Yueli here, he had no option but to know his place. This was an inconspicuously 

remote place, so there was only Xiao Moshan, Xiao Ba, and Xiao Jiu by his side. If he annoyed Chu Yueli 

in anyway and made her unhappy, they could be completely be exterminated on their road back home. 

Afterwards, they would be destroyed without a trace, and could only die in vain. 

Before arriving to this dump, how could he possible anticipate the unexpected appearance of a person 

of status like Chu Yueli? 

His desire for a dip of Xia Qingyue pie was now impossible and he had wasted half a day’s worth of 

planning. In front of Chu Yueli, he had no choice but to hold back what he honestly wanted and his heart 

stifled in oppression. As his chest heaved, he turned his gaze towards Xiao Lingxi.... Even though Xia 

Qingyue was already a lost cause, there was another one! Chu Yueli would protect Xia Qingyue but she 

wouldn’t protect Xiao Lingxi, a stranger! Otherwise, she would have showed up when Xiao Che had been 

expelled instead of only appearing when the gazes shifted towards Xia Qingyue. 

Indeed, in regards to Chu Yueli, she only looked after Xia Qingyue. About other people whom she had no 

relations with, she simply did not care one bit. Furthermore, she had no reason and even less of an 

obligation to interfere. “With Chu fairy’s visit, you Xiao Clan could be considered to have been graced 

with the light of her presence! And so, we ought to begin the business we’re all here for today.” Xia 

Kuangyun’s complexion changed as his gazed pointed towards Xiao Lingxi: “So now.... Xiao Ba, Xiao Jiu! 

First, seize the thief who stole the Profound Opening Powder! Tomorrow the offender will be brought 

back for Xiao Sect to be dealt with!” 

The sentence “tomorrow the offender will be brought back for Xiao Sect to deal with!” once more would 

let the foolish understand the obvious reason behind Xiao Kuangyun’s despicable and shameless staged 

play. Although this staged accusation had already been exposed by Xiao Che in front of everyone, it was 



suppressed under the absoluteness of the Xiao Sect, and Xiao Kuangyun simply continued to execute it 

without delay. 

“Yes, Young Master!” 

Xiao Ba and Xiao Jiu stepped off the platform at the same time and closed in on Xiao Lingxi. 

“Master!” Upon seeing that, Xia Qingyue promptly hinted at Chu Yueli with a meaningful look, hoping 

that she would help protect Xiao Lingxi.... At the very least, to not let Xiao Kuangyun take her away. 

However, Chu Yueli remained unaware, and did not respond. 

Xia Qingyue’s expression became even more anxious as she wore her plea on her face and said: “Master, 

you have also seen how Xiao Kuangyun was aiming for me today; Xiao Che was expelled and had to 

suffer because of our implication. Before leaving, he asked me to protect his grandfather and little aunt. 

I had already agreed.... Consider this as the last thing I will do for him; after this matter, I will 

immediately follow Master back to Frozen Cloud Asgard, remain in Asgard, and meditate to cultivate in 

the ways of the Profound.... I ask Master to fulfill this request!” 

Chu Yueli’s eyes brightened and stirred slightly as she let out a soft sigh. She lifted her right hand and 

gently waved. 

In a split second, a current of cold air abruptly appeared. Xiao Ba and Xiao Jiu suddenly felt a chill and 

stopped in their tracks, not daring to venture any futher. 

There was an immediate subtle change in Xiao Kuangyun’s complexion as he took a deep breath: “Chu 

fairy, what is the meaning of this? Chu fairy had criticized my Xiao Sect’s involvement in your noble 

disciple’s marriage affair.... Yet when we’re handling my Xiao Sect affair, Chu fairy is still planning to 

intervene?” 

“No! I have no interest in getting involved with your Xiao Sect’s affair.” Chu Yueli said calmly with an 

indifferent expression that did not waver: “I’m simply somewhat unaccustomed to these matters, and as 

a result, moved as I pleased. Since you said that this is your Xiao Sect’s affair, then is Xiao Lingxi one of 

your Xiao Sect’s people?” 

Xiao Kuangyun shook his head: “No! What she had stolen was my Xiao Sect’s Profound Opening 

Powder!” 

“But from what I had heard earlier, the Profound Opening Powder was a gift you brought from Xiao Sect 

that you had already given to Xiao Clan yesterday. What, the gifts you have already given out, still 

actually belongs to your Xiao Sect? If this affair were to spread out, are you not worried about being 

ridiculed by others?” Chu Yueli bluntly said without restraint. 

Xiao Kuangyun immediately widened his eyes as he became dumbstruck and was left speechless. 

“Xiao Lingxi is a person of Xiao Clan, not your Xiao Sect. The Profound Opening Powder has already 

become Xiao Clan’s possession and does not belong to your Xiao Sect’s anymore. In that case, even if 

Xiao Lingxi had stolen the Profound Opening Powder, it is also up to Xiao Clan to administer the 

punishment. This affair has absolutely no relation with your Xiao Sect.” 



Chu Yueli inclined her eyes and looked at Xiao Yunhai. It was merely just a gaze, yet it made Xiao 

Yunhai’s entire body quiver and unconsciously made him shortened his height by half. Chu Yueli lightly 

continued: “Xiao Clan’s Master, how do you handle a situation where the culprit of a theft was one of 

your Xiao Clan members?” 

Xiao Yunhai glanced at Xiao Kuangyun and clenched his teeth as he was compelled to feign his calmness: 

“If a child of this Clan was guilty of a theft.... The lightest punishment would be an isolation of three 

months in the rear mountains.... What Xiao Lingxi had stolen was Xiao Sect’s important treasure, so she 

ought to be given the heaviest of punishments.... It should be a confinement of fifteen years in the rear 

mountains. In those fifteen years, she is not allowed to even think about walking half a step beyond the 

rear mountain’s Reflection Gorge!” 

Xiao Yunhai looked away and did not speak any longer. 

“Then what are you staring blankly for? You’re not going to shut her inside that Reflection Gorge?” Xiao 

Kuangyun’s calm and collected face howled in rage! Even though his heart was unwillingly humbled, 

even if he was more foolish than before, he still understood that Chu Yueli had already preserved a 

considerably large amount of his reputation. Otherwise, it was possible that she would directly expose 

his accusations, which at the same time, would make him unable to obtain Xiao Lingxi, lose the greatest 

amount of face, and publicly embarrass him enough to the point he would be unable to get off the 

platform. 

Although Chu Yueli didn’t publicly expose Xiao Kuangyun to the public and didn’t restore Xiao Lingxi’s 

innocence, it still made Xiao Lie deeply respect her as his heart filled with gratitude. This dignified Frozen 

Cloud Seven Fairy was an honorable person of character that took an extra step for a girl of the minor 

Xiao Clan. This could be considered to be an extreme benevolence, a major favor, and a huge amount of 

kindness.... At the very least, she had prevented the nightmare of Xiao Kuangyun bringing Xiao Lingxi 

back to the Xiao Sect. 

“The girl I taught had been misdirected and I had deceived the Xiao Clan for more than ten years, so I 

ought to suffer the same severe punishment.” Xiao Lie’s complexion remained serene and he spoke 

indifferently as he watched the Fourth Elder Xiao Cheng who walked over. 

In Chu Yueli’s presence, how could Xiao Cheng possibly dare be rash? He didn’t dare to speak a single 

sentence and yielded to the norms of society as he lead Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi towards the direction of 

the rear mountains. 

Although it ultimately ended in a miserable confinement of fifteen years, Xia Qingyue understood that 

this situation Chu Yueli had accomplished was her absolute limit. It was obvious that Xiao Lie’s 

spontaneous request to be confined to the Reflection Gorge was to accompany Xiao Lingxi, and at the 

same time, protect her from harm. Perhaps in the case of safety, there was no need for any worries. As 

for what would follow, they have no choice but to take care of their own destiny. 

“In that case, there is essentially no reason for us master and disciple to stay here any longer.” After 

Xiao Lingxi and Xiao Lie were brought to the rear mountains, Chu Yueli indifferently spoke: “Young 

Master Xiao, after you have left Floating Cloud City, I will still be nearby.... Qingyue, let us depart.” 



The final words Chu Yueli had said made Xiao Kuangyun secretly clench his teeth.... “After you have left 

Floating Cloud City, I will still be nearby”. It was obvious that her words warned him to not mess with 

Xiao Lingxi! Although she simply said it for Xiao Lingxi’s safety, since she wanted to protect her, it was 

inevitable that this protection will last until the very end. 

After Chu Yueli left with Xia Qingyue, Xiao Kuangyun heavily punched and ruthlessly smashed the seat’s 

handle. The grandmaster chair vibrated in shock and broken down into wooden pieces. He was under 

the impression that he would obtain two beauties who were devastatingly beautiful enough to cause 

the downfall of either a city or a state, and didn’t expect this scheme to actually become a wasted effort. 

The result was merely the expulsion of an insignificant nobody and the confinement of two people 

within the Xiao Clan, to nothing more than a Reflection Gorge. It was absolutely, completely, and 

fundamentally different from the outcome he had desired! 

At this moment, he wasn’t aware of the fact that he had not only failed to obtain what he wanted, but 

instead brought a disaster, similar to that of a drowning, upon him and the entire Xiao Sect! 

Chapter 33 – Star Concealed, For the Hated Blood Sacrifice 

The outskirts of Floating Cloud City, in the corner of an abandoned house. 

Xiao Che sat there quietly and laid his powerless body against the cold wall behind him. His lifelessly 

glazed eyes stared into space, as if his soul had already left his body. He had remained in this position for 

quite a few hours now. 

In the Azure Cloud Continent, he was abandoned by his parents and until his death, he never knew who 

his birth parents were. The only connection he had with them was the pendant he always carried with 

him in front of his chest. 

In the Blue Wind Empire, both his parents died when he was young but at least he knew who his parents 

were, and what were they called. He even had a grandfather, and a little aunt... However, god decided 

to pull another cruel joke on him. Everything was unexpectedly, all fake. 

Grandfather was not his real grandfather and little aunt was also not his little aunt... 

He still did not know who his real parents were, and didn’t even have a clue as to what his own surname 

was. 

Two lifetimes of experiences had widened his frame of mind, but like before, he still was unable to 

accept this short and sudden awareness of not actually knowing his roots, and where he came from. 

Who exactly am I... and, where should I go next? 

The expulsion from Xiao Clan meant that he would never be able to set foot in Xiao Clan and take 

another step inside. In his heart, he very clearly knew that not only was he unable to stay any longer in 

the Xiao Clan, he also was incapable of staying in Floating Cloud City. The only reason he had not left 

was because he was worried about grandfather and little aunt; he at least wanted to confirm their 

safety. 

Time slowly flowed from morning to noon, and once more until the sky slowly, but finally, darkened. 



Having not eaten for an entire day, Xiao Che still did not have the slightest feeling of hunger. When the 

sun had taken back its last ray of light and completely set, Xiao Che finally raised his head slightly, as the 

once lifeless eyes slowly condensed into a terrifying radiance, as if belonging to that of an evil spirit. All 

of a sudden, he started to laugh silently, the corners of his lip curled up as he laughed in a sinister 

manner, similar to that of an evil spirit from hell. 

In the middle of his chilling laugh, he slowly stretched out his hand and a blade of a dark green grass 

appeared on top of his palm... It was indeed one of the Star Concealing Grass he had found in the rear 

mountain on the day he had married Xia Qingyue. As he stared at the Star Concealing Grass, a dark 

green glow suddenly shot out from his palm, enveloping the Star Concealing Grass within it. Under the 

dark green glow, the Star Concealing Grass started to twist and turn strangely, shrink, and change 

color... Then finally, it became a small pile of dark green powder. 

Xiao Che blew gently and scattered all the dark green powder. Only a transparent pearl that had 

unknowingly appeared was left in his palm. 

This was the Sky Poison Pearl’s most core, and also most absurd ability that opposed the heavens 

themselves... Herb Refinement! 

In order to create medicine, a diverse amount of herbs are often required to be crushed, processed, 

fused, added profound energy for additional effects, etc. This process was not only complicated but 

would also, unavoidably, cause a certain amount of medicinal force to be lost. Furthermore, it was 

certain that there would always be a probability of failure. Especially when it comes to high-grade 

medicine, not only was a huge amount of gold needed to purchase the rare ingredients, the chances of 

failure was extremely high as well and, once you fail, everything would be gone. In addition, not 

everyone had the ability to make the higher grades of medicine. There was a very high requirement for 

the ability of the alchemist, the cauldron, the ambiance, and the effects added using profound energy. 

However, if one used the Sky Poison Pearl’s Herb Refinement, there was absolutely no need to worry 

about all this. This is because it could rapidly refine the most important part of the ingredient within the 

shortest time possible, and perfectly fuse it...The whole process would not waste any medicinal force 

and furthermore, there was no chance of failure! As for the unused parts, they would be disposed of by 

the Sky Poison Pearl. After recognizing its owner, it could even follow the thoughts of the owner to 

refine and fuse a certain percentage of the ingredients. 

This terrifying ability was sufficient to make any human being in the world to go mad over it! At that 

time, the reason why every top notch clan in the Azure Cloud Continent chased after his life was not 

because of the poisonous ability of the Sky Poison Pearl, but was because of its terrifying and ridiculous 

refining and fusing ability! 

As long as there was suitable and sufficient ingredients, through the Sky Poison Pearl, it would safely 

become the most perfect of medicines in the shortest amount of time. 

If the ability of the Sky Poison Pearl were to spread in the Profound Sky Continent, it would certainly 

raise a commotion and the amount of people chasing after Xiao Che’s life would not be any less 

compared to that of the Azure Cloud Continent. 



Looking at the transparent pearl in his hand, Xiao Che’s smile became even more sinister. He opened his 

mouth, placed it inside, and directly swallowed it. Subsequently, his body suddenly trembled and slowly 

disappeared in place.... As if it had suddenly evaporated. 

[Star Concealing Pill] : Only requires a blade of Star Concealing Grass for a successful Herb Refinement. 

Once consumed, [Perfect Invisibility] would be activated for 3 hours. Regardless of body, sound, smell, 

and objects on the body, it would all be completely concealed! 

The Star Concealing Grass was an inconceivable object. But the Star Concealing Pill that was created 

from it, was even more unfathomable to the extreme! Because what it bestowed exceeded the common 

sense of human knowledge in the Profound Sky Continent, so much that no one would ever dare to 

imagine the miraculous effect it would bring. Xiao Che completely believed that he had used the very 

first Star Concealing Pill in the entire Profound Sky Continent because in this world, the only ingredient 

for the Star Concealing Pill was the Star Concealing Grass, and the only thing that could refine the Star 

Concealing Grass, was the one and only, Sky Poison Pearl. 

Xiao Che stood up and walked toward the Xiao Clan without shape, sound and smell. 

The sky had already darken and the lamps inside Xiao Clan lit the way. 

Xiao Che stepped through the gate of Xiao Clan and casually walked in a straight line, without the least 

bit of cautiousness in his posture. As the disciples of the Xiao Clan walked passed him, no one took a 

glance in his direction. After consuming the Star Concealing Pill, the concealment attained was said to be 

perfect, because not only did it make the body transparent, even the external and internal presence 

would be completely concealed, as if one was completely hidden in a crevice of an unseen space. When 

he had first used the Star Concealing Pill at the time in Azure Cloud Continent, even a clan master that 

ranked in the top ten of the continent could not even discover him when he was within ten steps. 

Before this journey, Xiao Che’s complexion was incomparably tranquil. On the road, he had heard the 

whispers of many. He became aware of Xia Qingyue being lead away by her master, as well as Xiao Lie 

and Xiao Lingxi’s imprisonment in the rear mountains.... An isolation of an entire fifteen years. 

The conclusion of today’s general assembly of the Xiao Clan resulted in the very clear and final selection 

of Xiao Yulong, who would accompany Xiao Kuangyun’s group of four towards the Xiao Sect the very 

next day. 

When he arrived at the Guest Hall, Xiao Che halted in his footsteps as he silently listened in to the 

conversation inside. 

“Yulong, about tomorrow’s departure with Young Master Xiao to Xiao Sect, you must always remember 

Young Master Xiao’s kindness of rebirth today!” 

“That is only natural, Xiao Yulong would remember Young Master Xiao’s great favor and huge 

kindness.... Yulong once more offers Young Master Xiao three cups....” 

“.... Xiao Yulong, although today’s matter had failed, the blame was not yours. Who would have 

imagined that Xia Qingyue was actually a disciple of Frozen Cloud Asgard? Your character is actually one 

that I like, so as long as you are properly obedient in Xiao Sect, I will not treat you unfairly.” 



“Thank.... thank you Young Master Xiao! Young Master Xiao, you are truly my life’s greatest nobility. 

Yulong will certainly be loyal and true to Young Master Xiao, and would never be disloyal.... I didn’t 

foresee Xia Qingyue’s matter.... but my plan to frame Xiao Lingxi.... Eep, is not entirely a wasted effort. 

Although Young Master Xiao cannot touch her because of the nearby Chu Yueli, Young Master Xiao can 

just find a reason to return here after a year or so. How could Xiao Lingxi possibly escape then.... 

hehehehe....” 

.................. 

Xiao Yulong’s tone of voice had become somewhat careless, and it was apparent that he had already 

become intoxicated. As Xiao Che was listening in, his complexion became more and more cold as the 

fingers in both hands rigidly tightened. Afterwards, he turned to leave in the direction of the East 

Courtyard. As he came out of the East Courtyard, there was an additional short dagger in his hands that 

came from who knows where. Then, he once again moved towards the direction of the North Courtyard. 

North Courtyard’s number 11 was Xiao Yulong’s courtyard, and at the moment, there wasn’t a single 

soul in sight. Xiao Che pushed opened the doorway and entered. In the middle of the room, he took a 

quick look at its layout. Afterwards, he coldly laughed and walked towards the window directly in front 

of him. As he lifted the short blade, he stabbed the middle of the window and then pulled out the 

dagger. The above-mentioned window suddenly grew an additional fist-sized hole. 

Then, Xiao Che just stood still to the side and quietly waited for Xiao Yulong to arrive. 

He did not have to wait for long, for the echo of the sound of movement came half an hour later. 

Subsequently, the room’s door was pushed opened and a Xiao Yulong who stunk of the thick smell of 

wine swayed inside with the support of Xiao Yang. 

“Boss, when you enter Xiao Sect, you mustn’t forget these years of this little brother, who was always at 

your beck and call.” Xiao Yang fawned as he lifted Xiao Yulong onto the bed. 

Even if he were to die, he would still never have thought that at this moment, there was a person two 

steps left of where he currently stood; who soundlessly, motionlessly, and coldly watched him. 

“Oh..... huu....” 

Xiao Yulong was drunk to the point of unconsciousness as he fell directly onto the bed and vaguely 

responded with two sounds that were only made because he had groaned. 

Xiao Che walked in front of Xiao Yulong’s bed and slowly raised the short dagger in his hands. 

In a head-on confrontation, he was obviously not a match for Xiao Yulong. Even with the support of the 

Star Concealing Grass, there was no certainty that he would be able to kill Xiao Yulong. This was because 

even if one were to be completely defenseless, in the event of an attack, the body’s profound energy 

would conditionally release and protect itself. His body that fundamentally had no profound energy, and 

the ordinary dagger he held in his hand may not necessarily pierce through Xiao Yulong’s body, that had 

a profound strength of the third level of the Nascent Profound Realm. 

The concealing ability of the Star Concealing Pill was not entirely invincible. During the period of 

invisibility, if someone were to come into contact with the concealed body, the invisibility would 



immediately be cancelled. If he had missed his attack and instead were to be touched by the opponent, 

he would completely get caught in a predicament... and result may even end in death. 

However, at the moment, Xiao Yulong was dead drunk, so thus it was the perfect opportunity. 

He took a look at the location of the hole he had poked in the window earlier, and after making sure of 

the position, he narrowed his eyes as the dagger in his hand suddenly dropped down. He used the 

strength in his entire body to ruthlessly thrust the left side of Xiao Yulong’s dantian, a place two inches 

below the navel.... In the instant it pierced through, he instantly jumped backwards and stood in the 

corner of the room. 

That one stab could have directly severed Xiao Yulong’s throat and taken his life, but yet he choose not 

to do so. 

How could he bear to let Xiao Yulong die, if he died so simply? How could that possibly release the 

hatred inside his heart? 

He wanted to thoroughly crush Xiao Yulong’s beautiful dream; to let him experience a fall from heaven 

down to hell, and to let him wish that he would be better off dead! 

The fun show, had only just begun. 

Chapter 34 – Star Concealed, for the Hated Blood Sacrifice (2) 

“AHHHHHHHH!!!!” 

A vast amount of blood blossomed out as Xiao Yulong’s lower abdomen bursted open. The previously 

intoxicated Xiao Yulong let out a sound similar to that of a dying pig as he fell off the bed, both hands 

covering his stomach as he rolled around on the floor in pain. 

The door was suddenly flung open and a Xiao Yang who wasn’t all that far away, rushed back in after 

hearing the scream. When he saw the situation before his eyes, his complexion paled and his hands 

trembled in panic: “B.... Boss!” 

He wanted to help Xiao Yulong, but he didn’t dare to touch him without permission. After his initial 

burst of panic, he rapidly dashed outside and quickly roared: “Clan Master.... Clan Master! Xiao 

Yulong.... Xiao Yulong has been attacked by an assassin... Clan Master!!” 

Under the night sky, Xiao Yang’s voice traveled a considerable distance and made the originally very 

quiet Xiao Clan suddenly become extremely chaotic. As he watched the crying Xiao Yulong on the floor, 

Xiao Che coldly laughed, pushed open the door and leisurely walked out. 

It wasn’t long until Xiao Yunhai, Xiao Gu, and several elders immediately rushed in. After seeing the 

dagger stabbed in the abdomen and the blood gushing out of Xiao Yulong’s body, Xiao Yunhai was 

suddenly at a loss. He stumbled in the middle of rushing over. “Yulong.... Yulong!!” 

Xiao Yulong’s consciousness did not fade at all. The previous drunk was completely awake as he reached 

out his hand to grab onto Xiao Yunhai’s sleeve, and let out a weak sound of suffering: “Fa.... ther....” 



“Hurry! Hurry and lift him onto the bed!” Xiao Gu said as he quickly opened his medicine chest. The 

faces of the few elders who followed in closely behind them were full of complete astonishment.... 

Who? Who did this!!! 

After Xiao Yulong was lifted up on the bed and laid down, Xiao Yunhai and the First Elder used profound 

energy to staunch his bleeding wound. Xiao Yunhai’s complexion distorted as he asked: 

“Xiao Gu, how’s the situation?” 

Xiao Gu’s eyebrows were tense from the very beginning. When he heard Xiao Yunhai’s question, he took 

a long, deep sigh: “There is no major danger to his life. The assassin was clearly not aiming for his life, 

but this cut.... is truly malicious. It just so happened that the stab pierced right in the middle of the 

Profound Vein’s Profound Heart. In turn, this stab to the Profound Vein is like the puncturing of a 

balloon. Not only is the Profound Vein damaged, all of the profound energy has also leaked out. 

“Wh.... at!?” 

When Xiao Yunhai heard that “all the profound energy has also leaked out”, it was like a clap of thunder 

that instantly changed his complexion into a pale white. He compelled himself to remain calm and asked 

with a trace of hope: “Then.... how long will it take to recover?” 

Xiao Gu shook his head: “It is a profound energy leakage that had already been depleted. This is 

fundamentally impossible to recover from. But fortunately, his profound vein injury could be repaired 

and after repairment, it is possible to once more.... train from the beginning.” 

Xiao Yunhai’s body abruptly twitched as Xiao Yulong’s complexion became completely covered in 

despair. 

This cut didn’t want Xiao Yulong’s life, but instead crippled his entire profound strength! 

Like a meat pie that had fallen from the heavens, Xiao Clan had finally gotten an opportunity to enter 

the Xiao Sect. Xiao Yulong took great pains to grab this extremely rare opportunity, to at last be able to 

soar into the skies. Yet on the eve of this beautiful dream that was about to be happen, his entire 

profound strength had been completely destroyed.... Even if they had to use their toes as collateral, 

they knew that it was impossible for Xiao Kuangyun to bring back a waste with a damaged profound vein 

back to Xiao Sect! 

“Who... who the hell.... could be that malicious!! Who!!!” 

Xiao Yunhai’s entire body trembled as his complexion became ashen. Originally, he thought that Xiao 

Yulong’s immediate departure to the Xiao Sect was an extraordinary happy event. He even thought of 

making himself available in the afternoon, and was so impatient about this that he had already prepared 

Xiao Yulong’s travelling clothes for tomorrow. Unexpectedly, before even walking two steps towards 

heaven, he had suddenly dropped back down to hell. 

“Clan Master, you must calm down first! Yulong is still conscious right now, so he may know who did this 

evil act.” Xiao Li said with a dark face. 

Xiao Yunhai woke up from his trance and quickly came over to Xiao Yulong’s side. In a grave voice, he 

asked: “Yulong! Did you see who stabbed you!” 



At this moment, Xiao Yulong’s abdomen had already been wrapped with layers of bandages by Xiao Gu, 

so his injury had been temporarily stabilized. He shook his head and painfully answered: “Don’t know.... 

I didn’t see anyone at all....” 

“Didn’t see anyone at all?” Xiao Yunhai’s widened his eyes. Then, Xiao Cheng’s gaze suddenly flashed 

and spoke in alarm: “Quick, look over there, at that window!” 

Shockingly enough, on the diagonally opposite window, there was an additional fist-sized hole. Xiao 

Yunhai placed his hands on top of it and his entire body revealed his murderous intent. 

“It’s quite evident that someone had been hiding behind this window, waited until Yulong came in, took 

advantage of his drunkness, and used this dagger to injure Yulong!” Xiao Li cautiously spoke: “This 

courtyard is situated at the very center of the Xiao Clan territory yet someone actually infiltrated and 

pulled off such a quiet assassination.... This person must be extremely familiar with our Xiao Clan, or this 

may even be the actions of our Xiao Clan members!!” 

After he finished speaking, Xiao Li’s eyes inadvertently glanced at the respective Xiao Bo, Xiao Ze, and 

Xiao Cheng. 

Xiao Li’s reasoning fiercely shook Xiao Yunhai’s heart.... In Floating Cloud City, the Xiao Clan was 

considered to be one of the top clans who practiced in the Profound. Regardless of the degree of 

difficulty, to infiltrate the Xiao Clan and assassinate the Clan Master’s son was an extremely large risk. 

And in terms of outer appearance, Xiao Yulong was usually courteous, with an excellent reputation. 

Who, and for what reason, would assassinate him? 

If the assassin was actually a person of the Xiao Clan, then it all of a sudden became easier to explain!! 

If this was done by the Xiao Clan’s members, the “infiltration” would become incomparably easier, and 

would also easily grasp this fortunate timing of when Xiao Yulong would become drunk. As for the 

reason.... that was naturally their jealousy of Xiao Yulong’s departure to Xiao Sect! If crippled or killed, 

the Xiao Sect would then select another person! The assassin would also have that opportunity! 

As he thought about it, Xiao Yunhai’s heart chilled and his vigilance sharpened.... because the Second 

Elder, Third Elder, and Fourth Elder by his side were the biggest suspects! They all dreamed for their 

own grandson to be sent to the Xiao Sect! Faced with this rare opportunity that came from the Xiao Sect 

members, it wouldn’t be strange if they did such a crazy and ridiculous thing. 

“Xiao Gu, how is Yulong’s injury now?” Xiao Yunhai said as he gritted his teeth to keep calm. 

“The wound has already stopped bleeding and the medicine has been applied. There is no immediate 

danger. Based on Yulong’s current condition, it should take almost half a month to completely heal. But 

on the topic of repairing his profound vein, that may even take several months. At that time, the training 

of profound strength must also start anew.” Xiao Gu answered truthfully. 

At this moment, a panicked yell suddenly came from outside the door like the sound of thunder: “F.... 

Fire!! Fire!! The infirmary and the Southern Courtyard.... are both on fire!!” 

“WHAT!!!” 



Xiao Gu ferociously turned around and ran outside in a way that seemed like he had no care for his life. 

The infirmary stored a countless number of herbs and remedies; they were like his life to him. Xiao 

Yunhai and the others were also startled, because the Southern Courtyard was precisely the very place 

where the Clan Master and Elders resided! 

The four Elders did not speak anymore and immediately rushed out wildly. Xiao Yunhai slightly hesitated 

behind them and anxiously faced Xiao Yulong: “Yulong, your wound is no longer life-threatening. Take a 

good rest and don’t think about anything else. I will definitely arrest the culprit of your assassination as 

soon as possible!!” 

After saying that, Xiao Yunhai also quickly ran out the door, and beelined straight for the Southern 

Courtyard. That place housed the important possessions he had accumulated throughout his entire life. 

Now that he’d heard it was on fire, if he didn’t personally go over there, how could he possibly feel at 

ease? 

Xiao Yulong was suddenly left alone in his room. With his profound vein damaged and a serious injury, 

Xiao Yulong motionlessly laid in place.... Don’t even mention moving his body, his entire body was so 

weak that he was incapable of even lifting the smallest of fingers. He blanky stared at the ceiling as his 

vision dimmed. He sincerely hoped that what had happened was only just a nightmare.... 

Tap, tap, tap.... 

There obviously should not be anyone here, but the sound of muffled footsteps entered Xiao Yulong’s 

ears. This sound made his hair stand on end as he inclined his head towards its source.... He saw an 

approaching figure walk closer.... An individual who should never have shown up here.... 

“Xiao.... Che!?” Seeing a person emerge like some sort of ghost, both of Xiao Yulong’s eyes widened in 

disbelief as if he could hardly believe what he had seen. He had obviously been expelled from the Xiao 

Clan, and was forbidden to enter again.... how could he possibly appear here? 

In the middle of the three hour “Star Concealed” state, unless it had been removed by an external force, 

Xiao Che could freely cancel and reactivate the concealed state; until the three hours ended. He stood in 

front of Xiao Yulong’s bed and coldly looked at him: “Xiao Yulong, you appear to be extremely 

surprised.” 

“How.... How could you.... possibly be here!!” Xiao Yulong said in an evasive hoarse voice. He struggled 

to lift his body to a sitting position but could barely lift his half his arm, so he completely softened, and 

laid back down. 

“How could I possibly be here?” Xiao Che smiled. It was an easy-going smile, in the eyes of the reclining 

Xiao Yulong, but he detected an odd awe-inspiring sensation from his body to his mind. He slowly picked 

up the dagger that Xiao Gu pulled out from Xiao Yulong and pointed it at Xiao Yulong: “Of course, I’ve 

come to collect your debt.” 

“Collect debt? What debt? Do you even know what you’re doing!” Xiao Yulong’s body spasmed as his 

eyes suddenly contracted in alarm: “The one who tried to assassinate me, was you? No.... Impossible! 

Impossible!!” 



“You actually have the face to even ask me what debt I’m to collect!” The smile on Xiao Che’s face faded 

away, replaced by a demon’s malevolence as his facial features twisted into a terrifying expression. The 

hand that held the dagger trembled slightly, as he revealed his endless killing intent and resentment that 

he had always held back.... 

“On the day of my wedding, you tried to used the Murdering Heart Powder to kill me! If it weren’t for 

the protection of my fate, I would have already been a dead man!!” 

“For your possible soaring success, you fawned over Xiao Kuangyun, didn’t hesitate to falsely frame my 

little aunt, forced me and Xia Qingyue apart, and even caused my expulsion.... Hmph, my expulsion was 

nothing much. If it wasn’t for Xia Qingyue being a Frozen Cloud Asgard disciple and her master being 

nearby, Xia Qingyue would be doomed! My little aunt would also have to bear the injustice of being 

brought back to the Xiao Sect and suffer all kinds of humiliation! My grandfather would suffer the 

bitterness of being alone and spend his entire life harboring a grudge....” 

“Xiao Yulong... tell me... what kind of debt ought I demand from you!!!!” 

“How should I treat you, to let you pay off this debt!! 

In his roar of resentment, Xiao Che raised the dagger and suddenly stabbed in Xiao Yulong’s direction. 

“ST.... STOP!! AHHHHHH!!!!” 

The flashing dagger streaked towards Xiao Yulong’s legs and blood spurted in all directions as the 

tendons on both his legs were mercilessly severed. 

Xiao Yulong let out a wretched howl that would usually take place in a bloodbath, and the hellish stab 

became even more acute as he convulsed in pain. As he watched him suffer, Xiao Che’s face filled with 

elation; he once more lifted the recently stabbing dagger, and with a low growl, abruptly chopped at 

both hands. Two blood splattering sprays later, the tendons in both of Xiao Yulong’s hands were also 

viciously severed. 

“AHHH AHHH AHHH!!!!” 

Xiao Yulong’s blood-curdling screech was like that of an evil spirit’s shrill howl. With the four limbs on his 

body drenched in blood, his entire person entered and fell into a painful and dreadful abyss. He didn’t 

expect that the usually weak and self-abased Xiao Che would actually want to kill him, and in such a 

cruel and vicious way. 

“N.... No.... Spare me.... Spare me.... I don’t want to die.... Don’t want to die....” 

Xiao Yulong’s complexion had already become as pale as paper and the pain and fear in both his eyes 

had magnified by more than ten. Xiao Che again raised the knife and cruelly laughed: “Die? No, don’t 

you worry, I won’t let you die.... Why would I be willing! To let you die that quickly and painlessly! 

“With this cut, I want your eyes to never see again!!!” 

Chi chi!! 

The two rapid stabs swiftly penetrated Xiao Yulong’s pair of eyes, and turned his two wide eyeballs 

directly into a kind of black and white paste. 



“WAAAAAAAAAAAAAHH!!!” 

This miserable shriek that sounded like it had come from the depths of hell was extremely tragic, so 

much that it would make the bodies of those who had heard it tremble, and the scalp on their heads, 

numb. Yet Xiao Che’s entire face actually smiled with glee, as if hearing music from the heavens. He 

pulled the dagger out, narrowed his eyes, and spoke with a faint smile: “Tut tut, what a sonorous cry. 

Enjoy your voice now while you still can, because afterwards.... you may no longer send out such a 

pleasant sound again.” 

Rip!! 

“With this cut, I want you to never speak with your mouth in this lifetime!!!” 

The dagger mercilessly pierced into the center of Xiao Yulong’s mouth. As it was pulled out, a chunk of 

bloody red tongue and several tens of teeth flew out together. 

“With this cut, I want you to never hear with your ears in this lifetime! 

Chi!!! 

The dagger flashed forward as the color of bright blood fluttered about. Xiao Yulong’s ears flew off his 

person and sprinkled blood as they fell onto the icy cold floor . 

“With this cut, I want you to.... die without descendants!! You’re the sort of despicable person who’s 

unworthy of having such a future!!” 

The bloody dagger dyed in red was raised, slanted downwards, and ruthlessly pierced through Xiao 

Yulong’s groin area.... 

“EEEEAAAAAH........” 

Xiao Yulong’s body became rigidly stiff, and even his extremely hoarse cry also slowly quieted down.... 

Chapter 35 – Birth Secret 

The beginning of the fires in the infirmary and Southern Courtyard were exceptionally strange. It was 

obviously a malicious arson, but the people in the vicinity unexpectedly didn’t even see a single 

suspicious shadow. Even the Xiao Clan guard who stood outside the infirmary door had not seen anyone 

enter or exit the infirmary. 

But fortunately, the fire wasn’t too violent and was easily controlled. Xiao Yunhai quickly put it in order, 

and afterwards burned in anxiety as he yelled at Xiao Gu. He then once more hurriedly returned to Xiao 

Yulong’s little courtyard. 

As he pushed open the door, Xiao Yunhai was about to shout Xiao Yulong’s name but instead, his entire 

body stilled, as if he had been struck by lightning. He had on a foolish expression as he blankly stood in 

place. 

Xiao Yulong was no longer on top of the bed, but instead was trembling as he laid on his stomach, on the 

floor, like a dead dog. His entire body was covered in blood; both pairs of his wrists and ankles had the 

same thick scars, while his hands and feet were thoroughly twisted. His entire face was pasted with 



blood; on both sides of his ears, what remained were only two piles of flesh.. His nose and upper lip had 

entirely disappeared, as if they had went missing and he foamed bloody bubbles at the mouth. A stream 

of red, white, and black liquid alternatively followed one another from the middle of both his pitch-black 

eye sockets.... His lower body was even more completely covered in a bright scarlet red dye. 

Xiao Gu’s entire body trembled until both his legs half-kneeled limply onto the floor. Throughout his 

entire medical career, he’d seen numerous amounts of major to minor injuries but had never seen such 

a cruel, bloody, and extremely tragic scene. As he looked at Xiao Yulong’s complexion, he could tell that 

Xiao Yulong was not dead.... and his lifespan had not weakened one bit... but this kind of horrifying 

condition was a hundred, a thousand times, more miserable than death. 

Xiao Yunhai’s whole body trembled, as his heart shattered into pieces and his complexion became as 

white as death. As he felt someone getting closer, Xiao Yulong’s body twitched and a sandpaper-like 

coarse and hopeless whine was let out of his mouth that foamed with bloody bubbles. 

Xiao Yunhai’s body flashed forward as he staggeringly advanced a step. He suddenly bellowed wildly, as 

if he was insane: “WHO IS IT!!! WHO IS IT!! WHO IS IT!!!” 

“Get your ass out here right now! I want to hack you into a thousand pieces of mincemeat!! And suffer 

the death of a thousand lingering cuts!! To die without descendants!!” 

Xiao Yuhai’s snarl contained an endless amount of resentment and madness that it seemed as if he’d 

suddenly become mad. He felt as if his chest had almost exploded, and that his blood vessels had 

ruptured. When he looked at his son’s completely crippled body lying face down on the ground, that 

didn’t seem to resemble anything human, he couldn’t bear it anymore and hated that he couldn’t loudly 

cry out forever. He furthermore hated the fact that he couldn’t genuinely become insane! 

“Who! Who the hell did this! Get your ass out here right now!! Get your .... AHHHHH!!!!!” 

Xiao Yunhai swiftly dashed two steps forward and completely shattered the rear window with his 

incomparably loud and mournful roar. At this moment, he unexpectedly discovered two rows of blood 

red characters on the wall beside his hand.... the characters were written using his son Xiao Yulong’s 

blood. 

“Old piece of Xiao shit! This special present is to celebrate your b*tch ass son’s immediate ascension 

into the Xiao Sect. Please kindly accept it.” 

“UUAAAAAAH!!” 

Xiao Yunhai ferociously punched against the bloody characters written on the wall and split it open with 

a loud bang. His mournfully loud howl made a sudden arrow-like jet of blood spurt out of his mouth. 

After that, both his eyes rolled up as he heavily collapsed invertedly on the ground. 

———————— 

After the tyrannical bullying of Xiao Yulong, Xiao Che returned to his own room to put the clothing that 

Xiao Lingxi had made for him and all his personal savings into the Sky Poison Pearl. His savings were only 

meager, altogether, a total of 1800 yellow profound coins. 



Before leaving, he suddenly hesitated, and then also put the blanket that he and Xia Qingyue had slept 

under, into the Sky Poison Pearl. 

“Sixteen years of living in this place.... In the future, it should be improbable that I’ll return a second 

time.” 

Xiao Che had a sense of nostalgia as he looked around for a while.... his nostalgia was certainly not 

because of the Xiao Clan, but was instead because of the many memories of him and Xiao Lingxi in here. 

Before he turned eleven, this place was not only his room but was also Xiao Lingxi’s room. In those days, 

whether it was day or night, they were inseparable and were almost always together at all times. 

After temporarily staying there for a quite a while, Xiao Che finally returned to the concealed state, 

climbed over the wall, and entered the rear mountain area. 

The deadline of the Star Concealing Pill still had more than an hour left. The main reason why he used 

the Star Concealing Pill was to see Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi, to confirm their safety. A mere Xiao Yulong 

was unworthy of wasting a Star Concealing Pill. Although he had suddenly found two blades of Star 

Concealing Grass on the first day of his rebirth, he was certain that the Star Concealing Grass was a 

heavenly rare item, and in the entire Profound Sky Continent, its total may not necessarily exceed ten. 

Torturing Xiao Yulong was only a convenience. It was only an interest for himself, even more for all of 

the hardships his grandfather and little aunt had suffered.... Just a little interest!! 

The one he really wanted to kill was Xiao Kuangyun! However, even with the mystical power he had 

borrowed from the Star Concealing Grass, there was no way he could kill Xiao Kuangyun. Although he 

didn’t know the level of Xiao Kuangyun’s profound strength, despite being an idiot, Xiao Kuangyun was 

nonetheless from Xiao Sect, so his profound strength should be way higher than Xiao Yulong by many 

levels. 

However even if he couldn’t do it now, he one day he would be able to.... This debt, he swore to 

demand it back a thousand folds!! He was no longer the weak and cowardly Xiao Che, the one taking a 

larger percentage of his will was the Yun Che that had looked down on everyone! After his master was 

hounded to death, he had sworn to bury all the clans involved, together with his master! As for those 

who had hurt his kin, he swore he would make Xiao Clan and Xiao Kuangyun, regret it for the rest of 

their lives. 

The way he had tortured Xiao Yulong was incomparably brutal, so much that it would send shivers and 

continuous nightmares to many if they had witnessed it. However in his eyes, that was by no means 

cruel, but just the price one had to pay for going against him!! 

By now, Xiao Clan was in a disarray and the piercing sounds of the alarms had been ringing non stop for 

a long time. This was exactly what Xiao Che had wanted... Other than torturing Xiao Yulong, setting Xiao 

Clan’s inner halls on fire was another reason that forced the Xiao Clan to issue the Clan Gathering 

Order... Under the Clan Gathering Order, all people guarding the rear mountains must also return as 

well. 

As he had expected, he didn’t have to go far to see four Xiao Clan members impatiently charge straight 

ahead. Like the wind, they rushed past him, making a beeline in the general direction of the Xiao Clan. 



Xiao Che sped up his footsteps and went straight towards rear mountain’s Reflection Gorge. 

The Reflection Gorge was a tightly closed area that the Xiao Clan used in order to punish offenders 

within their clan. The interior was dark and humid; in the summer, it was parching hot and in the winter, 

it was as cold as ice. Fortunately, because of it’s narrow entrance, it was unlikely that an excessively 

violent Profound beast would intrude inside. 

In Xiao Che’s memory, there weren’t many people who had been imprisoned in the Reflection Gorge 

and the longest period of imprisonment also was never more than two months. However, even when 

the members of Xiao Clan knew that Xiao Lingxi was framed, they still wanted to lock them up for fifteen 

years.... 

Fifteen years... How many fifteen years could one possibly have in this lifetime? As of now Xiao Lingxi 

was only fifteen years old. If she was always locked up inside, then the most beautiful period of her life 

would just be spent under this dark and cold loneliness... That was the actually cruel torture. 

As he removed his concealed state, Xiao Che stared at the entrance of Reflection Gorge and clenched 

both of his hands tightly... How could he possibly allow grandfather and little aunt to continuously be 

locked up in this place... However, the him now, fundamentally did not have the ability to rescue them. 

He had no other choice to look on helplessly, endure, and hate... 

Taking a deep breath, Xiao Che walked forward. Without his concealment, his advance naturally created 

the sound of footsteps. The sound of his footsteps aroused the attention of Xiao Lie in the Reflection 

Gorge who automatically looked outside in alert. The moment his gaze met with Xiao Che, he suddenly 

became startled and involuntarily cried out: “Che’er!!” 

“Ah!” 

A young girl startled voice also rang out, followed by flurry of rapid footsteps. The silhouette of Xiao 

Lingxi soon appeared beside Xiao Che; her complexion was slightly haggard and her hair was somewhat 

messy. After seeing Xiao Che, she covered her lips with her fingers and stood there in place. A split 

second later, huge amounts of teardrops began to well up in her eyes... 

“Little Che!” As she shouted, she ferociously dashed forward and threw herself at Xiao Che’s chest. She 

used both her arms to tightly embrace him and cried out loudly. She was under the impression that 

since she was about to be imprisoned for fifteen years, and that since Xiao Che had been expelled from 

Xiao Clan, she would never again see him until at least fifteen years. She didn’t expect him to suddenly 

appear before her eyes, as if he was just an illusion. 

Xiao Lie walked over and across his entire face was an emotionally stirred up expression: “Che’er.... How 

.... How are you here? Did the Xiao Clan allow you to return?” 

Xiao Che shook his head and patted Xiao Lingxi on the back: “I secretly snuck back.... But rest assured 

grandfather, something major has happened in Xiao Clan so everyone had all been called to return. No 

one will discover me.” 

“.....” Xiao Lie nodded. He didn’t even bother to ask what was happening to Xiao Clan. He had entrely 

given up on the Xiao Clan, so even if the Xiao Clan was being wiped out, there wouldn’t be a major 

change in his expression. 



There were many caves in Reflection Gorge that were either deep or shallow. The decoration inside was 

extremely simple, and only a few cold stone tables could be seen with just a glance. Xiao Lingxi’s cry 

went into a state of chaos, Xiao Che didn’t stop her from continuous cry. He wanted her to release all 

her grievances, fears, anxiousness, and hesitation to her heart’s content; otherwise she may possibly fall 

into depression since she had stayed in here for quite a long time... After all, she was still only a small 

fifteen year old girl. 

When Xiao Lingxi finally stopped, she had wept so hard that she was almost on the verge of fainting. 

Xiao Che sat facing Xiao Lie in front of the stone table. Next to him, Xiao Lingxi’s hands both held tightly 

and clung onto his arms as her small head leaned against his shoulder. She didn’t care that Xiao Lie was 

also next to them and wasn’t willing to loosen her grip, as if afraid that he would yet again disappear 

from her world. 

“After you’ve been imprisoned in here, did they do anything to you guys?” Xiao Che anxiously asked. 

Xiao Lie shook his head and comfortably laughed: “Be at ease. The Frozen Cloud Asgard’s Chu fairy 

hinted that she would protect us to the Xiao Sect before she had departed. With the backing of this 

powerful force, how could they dare to injure me or Xi’er? After the Xiao Sect members leave, they 

would even more not dare to; after all, I do have the reputation of being Floating Cloud City’s number 

one expert here, heh heh.” 

“That’s good.” Xiao Che nodded, as his heart felt a bit more grateful to Xia Qingyue’s master. 

Xia Qingyue is a good wife; to the very end, she did not tear up the marriage certificate.” Xiao Lie said 

with a somewhat melancholy expression. 

“......” Xiao Che silently nodded his head. 

A period of sudden silence descended upon the three. After going through the calamities that had came 

today, their fate had undoubtedly turned upside down. Although they had a thousand words to say in 

their hearts, they didn’t exactly know where to start.... 

“Grandfather, I want to know....” 

“You want to ask who your biological parents were, right?” Xiao Lie said as he immediately continued 

the sentence with a tranquil expression on his face. 

“En,” Xiao Che nodded as his eyes solidly concentrated at Xiao Lie: “ I believe I wasn’t randomly picked 

up without good cause.... Grandfather, you do know something, right?” 

Xiao Lingxi also raised her eyes as she stared in astonishment at Xiao Lie. 

Xiao Lie silently watched Xiao Che for a long time until he lightly sighed, and slowly closed his eyes. 

“I had originally thought that this secret would stay in my heart for an entire lifetime, and that a second 

person would never know of it.... Now that Xiao Clan cannot tolerate you, and that you have already 

grown up, knowing this could be considered a good thing; finding one’s original roots, is also the role of 

the offspring.” 

“Your biological father; his surname is Yun....” 



Chapter 36 – My Name’s Yun Che 

Yun? Xiao Che was stunned. In the Azure Cloud Continent, the surname his master had given him was 

also Yun, this was a truly strange coincidence. 

“Aside from your biological father’s surname is Yun, I do not have any other information; for example, I 

have no idea what his name was or where he came from. Xiao Ying met your father during the days he 

traveled throughout the Blue Wind Empire. That year, your father had saved Xiao Ying’s life when he 

was being attacked by a strong profound beast. Later on, the two started to travel together and after 

finding out that they were compatible, became sworn brothers right before they went their separate 

ways.” 

Xiao Lie slowly raised his head as if he was reminiscing about the past and fondly said: “After Xiao Ying 

came back, he described your father to me and kept on praising him; saying that he was not only 

handsome but was also forthright and uninhibited. Furthermore, he had an incomparable and 

astonishing talent, and was truly an exceptionally unmatched man. At that time, Xiao Ying’s talent could 

be said to be matchless in Floating Cloud City; when he frankly admitted that his talent wan’t worth 

mentioning when compared with your father’s.... I didn’t believe that so I asked him which realm he had 

reached, but Xiao Ying just smiled and stayed silent about it. He said that I wouldn’t believe him even if 

he told me.” 

“No one knows my son’s personality better than myself. He would never say a lie. At that time your 

father was confirmed to be a exceptional talent; at a young age, his profound strength had already 

reached an astonishing level. You can clearly see his magnanimity and bearing when such an exceptional 

talent was willing to become sworn brothers with Xiao Ying, who was beneath him in profound strength. 

That was why it was not surprising that Xiao Ying kept praising your father, and was so honored to have 

become sworn brothers with him.” 

“After that, Xiao Ying got married and had a child... and two months after the child was born, he saw 

your father again... together with your mother.” 

Xiao Lie’s emotions had now significantly changed. Xiao Che held back his breath and continued to listen 

silently. 

“... But at that time, both your father and mother were completely drenched in blood, and in their hands 

was you, who was also drenched in blood. You were only about two months old as well at that time, 

unconscious in your mother’s embrace. When Xiao Ying stopped them and brought them to a secret 

location. Their bodies were entirely covered with wounds, and all their profound strength had been 

depleted.... They stayed only for awhile before insisting on leaving, because the people chasing after 

their lives were too powerful, so powerful that even the entire Floating Cloud City could not possibly 

contend against. If they stayed, they will only implicate Xiao Ying with a burden.” 

“Xiao Ying couldn’t stop them from leaving and he knew he had no capability to fight against the 

enemies that even your parents could not handle. At that time, he saw an inflexible and stubborn will in 

your parents’ eyes... Obviously, your parents has exhausted all their energy trying to escape and they 

already had no hope of running from the people that were after them... Therefore, Xiao Ying used the 

excuse of carrying you... and secretly swapped his own son, my grandson, into your bloodied blankets... 

and hid you within his son’s blanket.” 



Xiao Che’s gaze suddenly shuddered while Xiao Lingxi gave a small “Ah” cry. 

“... At that time, your parents were in a hurry to leave, so after taking back the protected baby from Xiao 

Ying, when would they have the time to check if it was actually their son... After your parents had left, 

Xiao Ying found me, knelt down in front of me, and begged me for forgiveness... He said he was still 

young, so even if he lost a son, he could still give birth to many more; however if you had died, his 

brother, who is also your father, will completely lose his bloodline. If that happened, no one would be 

able to avenge him!” 

“Even though the pain in my heart was like being pierced by a thousand arrows at that time, however... 

facing such an affectionate and righteous son, how could I bear to blame him? Other than us father and 

son, no one else knew that my grandson had been swapped with you. At that time, the two months old 

you had already suffered bodily damage and finally recovered after half a month... The reason why your 

profound vein ended up being deformed was also clearly due to the damages you had taken. In the 

middle of that level of aggression, it was fortunate that only your profound veins had been damaged 

and not your life.” 

Xiao Lie’s voice faintly paused. He tried his best not to show any signs of pain as he clenched his hands 

and continued: “Not half a month after that, Xiao Ying was assassinated and the veins in his entire body 

had been shattered... When I had heard about it and rushed there, with his last breath, he told me that 

the person who had assassinated him was the very one who was also after your parents at that time. He 

didn’t know where the person had gotten information about him offering shelter to a young couple who 

carried a baby and were covered in blood. The person that had assassinated him went there to try to 

force him into revealing where your parents had escaped to... Before taking his last breath, Xiao Ying 

was actually smiling, because the words that the person who assassinated him had said... proved that he 

had not found your parents yet, which meant that they could possibly still be alive!” 

“.....” Xiao Che heart started to stir, like a huge overflowing unquenchable wave that was unable to be 

suppressed. Looking at Xiao Lie’s white hair, he felt an sour and immeasurable crack in his heart.... No 

one was aware of his deep sorrow of losing his son and his daughter in law. He had even lost his only 

grandson, the last of his bloodline, long ago. At the knee, was another’s child who was exchanged with 

the life of his grandson. No wonder he had white hair when he was still in his middle ages... Under wave 

and wave of emotional setbacks, if an ordinary person took his place, not only would white hair 

appear... but perhaps he would have already collapsed long ago.” 

Xiao Che had only discovered the sorrowful truth today; that the source who had brought all these 

troubles was unexpectedly he, himself!! 

If the real Xiao Che’s life wasn’t used in exchange for his own, why would Xiao Ying get assassinated? 

How would Xiao Ying’s wife have followed her love? How would Xiao Lie’s wife then die of depression? 

How would Xiao Ying’s son be laughed at as if he was a failure? Their entire family could have been safe 

and secured, could have lived happily and peacefully. With Xiao Ying unrivaled talent in Floating Cloud 

City and his father’s incomparable power and prestige in Floating Cloud City, his position in the Xiao Clan 

would have been extremely high. Perhaps he would have been the master of the Xiao Clan by now. Xiao 

Lie wouldn’t have to suffer from other people’s supercilious looks and instead be in a superior position. 

Not only would the four elder’s not humiliate him, if they faced him, they would probably be as timid as 

a rat.... 



Xiao Ying had used his son’s life to save him.... While he let himself, and his entire family suffer a cruel 

fate. 

However these past sixteen years, Xiao Lie had never released any anger or hatred on him, the “main 

offender”, but instead he protected and kept him safe without a word. He gave him unconditional love, 

even after knowing that his profound veins were disabled and even knowing that he would be a useless 

good for nothing for the rest of his life, he still loved him like usual. Perhaps, that was common for a 

grandfather to treat his own grandson like this; however, to treat another person’s child like this, 

especially the one who had caused the ruin of his family, would demand an extremely large heart and 

open-mindedness... 

Xiao Che’s inner heart trembled and his nose soured ... Like father like son. Being such a great man, it 

was no wonder he had such a righteous son like Xiao Ying. He could never repay this debt that he and 

his parents had owed them during his entire lifetime. 

Xiao Che placed both of his hands on the side of the stone table as his fingers gripped it more and more 

tightly. Seeing the sorrowful eyes of Xiao Lie in front of him, for a moment, he didn’t know how to thank 

this person he had called grandfather all these years. After a while, he finally said with a trembling voice: 

“Grandfather, I... I... Your affection and kindness, for my entire life, I will always... will always...” 

“Heh heh,” Xiao Lie gently chuckled and affectionately replied: “Che’er, I have looked after you since a 

young age. Even if you’re not one of my own, since long ago, you were no different from my biological 

grandson in my heart. You also had said that even if we weren’t related by blood, we would still 

eternally be like family. Since we’re family, all these that had happened, ought to have happened. I have 

no need for your gratitude or repayment as long as you are safe and sound from now on; even if I were 

to be locked in here my entire life, I would still be free of worries.” 

Xiao Che closed his mouth as his words of gratitude could no longer be spoken and after awhile, he then 

heavily nodded. That’s right, he’s my grandfather, now... and will be forever! While he’s still around, I 

need to be filial to him. When he’s not around, I’ll mourn for him and do whatever a grandson ought to 

do. 

As he watched him, Xiao Lie gratifyingly nodded his head and continued: “You must want to know more 

about what had happened that time. However, Xiao Ying didn’t say much about your parents. As for why 

they were being hunted, Xiao Ying only told me that it was because they had one of the ‘Heavenly 

Profound Treasure’ on them. He even informed me that three words ‘Heavenly Profound Treasure” 

were a grave taboo, and must never be said in the presence of outsiders.” 

Heavenly Profound Treasure? Xiao Che firmly beared this name in mind. 

“From the time after your parents had left, I’ve never received any information from them these past 

sixteen years. I once thought that if they were still alive, they would have found out that the baby they 

carried away wasn’t their own son, and would come back here to exchange the child they had when it 

was safe... I waited a year after a year, but they never came back. But... this doesn’t prove that they’re 

not in this world anymore... Since you were a young child, I’ve always told you to never remove that 

pendant from your neck. That was because when Xiao Ying swapped you with his own son, it was the 

only thing on your body. If your parents are still alive, perhaps it may possibly become an opportunity 

and help you guys recognize each other...” 



Indeed, if they were still alive, they would’ve come back to Floating Cloud City already and exchanged 

their child. However they had not come back for an entire sixteen years, so the probability of them still 

being in this world... was fundamentally uncertain. 

If they were actually still in this world, then was Xiao Ying’s child from that time, still alive? 

As night darkened, the time for the Star Concealing Grass to lose it effectiveness gradually approached 

and it was about time for Xiao Che to leave. 

“Grandfather, little aunt... I should go now.” Although he was reluctant to part, he had no option but to 

say this difficult sentence that he didn’t want to say. 

Xiao Lie nodded his head and took a look outside: “You must quickly leave this place, if you were to be 

discovered, it would become even more troublesome.” 

“Ah? You.... you’re leaving?” As fast as lightning, Xiao Lingxi raised her head up, and grabbed him tightly 

with both her hands. 

As he felt the reluctance in Xiao Lingxi’s gaze, Xiao Che’s heart felt bitter.... He really wished he could 

take Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi away with him... However, with his current condition, what right did he 

have to take them with him? Even if they did leave, what was he suppose to use to protect them in the 

outside world? It would instead be them protecting him... 

He stood up and took ahold of Xiao Lingxi’s hands. He looked into her eyes and stated word for word: 

“Little aunt, I have to go... However you need not worry, I will return. Within three years, I will be back! 

By that time, I’ll take the injustice and pain you two suffered and return it to them a thousand fold... I’ll 

make the entire Xiao Clan kneel and beg you two to leave this Reflection Gorge!!” 

Chapter 37 – Heavenly God’s Spiritual Veins 

Xiao Che said every individual word with resolute determination. He wasn’t trying to comfort Xiao Lie 

and Xiao Lingxi, nor was he joking around; it was rather an absolute decisiveness which simultaneously 

also compelled him to accomplish that decision no matter what. 

His words stumped Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi for a long time. However, immediately after that, Xiao Lingxi 

shook her head and her misty eyes tearfully looked at him: “Little Che, you don’t have to do that. I only 

want you to live normally and peacefully. It’s alright as long as you only protect yourself.... When the 

day of my release comes, I will definitely come find you.... However, by all means, you must not do such 

a foolish thing; or anything dangerous.” 

In her eyes, he was still the boy that needed her protection. After listening to his declaration.... the fact 

that the thought existed in his mind, was already sufficient. How could it be possible that she was willing 

to let him risk his life, to any kind of danger, for them? 

“Don’t worry. Of course I’ll protect myself well.” Xiao Che smiled as he looked at her: “Because 

grandfather and little aunt are here waiting for me. Because.... I haven’t fulfilled the promise that I made 

to little aunt.” 

“Promise?” Xiao Lingxi’s bright eyes swayed slightly as she stared at him in wonder. 



Xiao Che didn’t explain and walked in front of Xiao Lie. He knelt down on both of his knees and 

kowtowed heavily: “Grandfather, I am the grandson of you, Xiao Lie, and had been under your 

protection for sixteen years, but now it’s time for me to spread my wings and soar. You are a great 

grandfather so your grandson will not continue to embarrass you by staying a trash forever... Wait for 

me, I will be back. Before my return, you must... take care of yourself.” 

“Good.... Good!” Xiao Lie slowly nodded his head as his voice trembled and tears appeared in both of his 

eyes. He went forward to help Xiao Che up, took a wooden tablet with a hanging white tassel from his 

body and placed it in Xiao Che’s hand: “Che’er, the Xiao Clan had expelled you and there’s no place for 

you in Floating Cloud City. Your profound veins have been disabled and you have never step out of 

Floating Cloud City in your entire life. Although I’m extremely worried... The look in your eyes allows me 

feel at ease and relieved. If you don’t have a set destination to go to, then take this tablet and go to a 

City called ‘New Moon’, and ask around for a person call Sikong Han.” 

“Sikong Han came to Floating Cloud City a few years ago and due to a certain situation, he became 

indebted to me, and thus gave me this tablet. Once you find him in New Moon City, pass this tablet to 

him for a look and tell him that you are my grandson. Perhaps he may arrange a place for you to stay.” 

Even after saying he was “at ease” and “relieved”, there was no way he could hide his worry and 

concern in his gaze and expressions. This grandson that had almost no profound strength or experience 

outside Floating Cloud City could only stay outside from now on, with no one to rely on. How could he 

even be at ease? How could he not be heartbroken. 

Xiao Che grasped the old wooden tablet in the middle of his hand and nodded fiercely. Afterwards he 

said: “Before I leave, I first want to go pay my respects to.... Uncle Xiao.” 

“En.” Xiao Lie nodded his head, pleased. 

“Little Che!” The moment Xiao Che turned his body, Xiao Lingxi once again grabbed onto him tightly with 

both of her hands, her gaze full of reluctance to let go had nearly and completely, melted Xiao Che’s 

heart. 

He yearned so much for him to be able to bring Xiao Lingxi and Xiao Lie away... But even just having a 

heart full of intention and impulse, he didn’t have the ability nor the qualifications to do that... At least 

in this dark place without daylight, they were still considered to be safe. 

“Little aunt.” Xiao Che lightly held Xiao Lingxi’s hand and looked at her gently: “I can’t bear to leave you, 

even more than how little aunt can’t bear to leave me... So I will come back within the shortest period of 

time... I swear, I will fulfill what I said that night... the promise I made to little aunt....” 

Xiao Lingxi slowly soften her grip while Xiao Che’s hands were was holding Xiao Lingxi soften as well... 

Then he turned his body and walked forward with slow footsteps, never turning back... It was because 

he was afraid that once he turned back, he would be unable to leave... and he was even more afraid that 

once he turned back, they would see the two streams of uncontrollable tears that flowed out the 

moment he had turned his body. 

Grandfather.... Little aunt.... Within three years, I’ll definitely return.... Wait for me!! Wait for me!!!! 

Promise.... Promise.... 



Xiao Lingxi looked at Xiao Che’s silhouette that was getting further and further away with blurry eyes, 

absent-mindedly murmuring that in her heart... Suddenly, what he said on that night reverberated 

inside her heart... 

“If you weren’t my little aunt, I’ll definitely marry you!” 

All of a sudden, Xiao Lingxi covered her mouth and in a split second, tried her best to hold back all her 

tears that were crazily gushing out like that of a flood. 

—————————————— 

Xiao Clan cemetery. 

Standing in front of Xiao Ying’s grave, Xiao Che’s gaze was fixated on that old slab of gravestone for a 

long time. Then he knelt down on both knees and kowtow three times, his eyes filling with 

determination when he was finished. 

“Uncle Xiao, this huge favor you have done for my Yun family, I, Yun Che, will never forget it. If the day 

comes when I find out that my parents are still alive, I will try my best to find them, and also the baby 

they had carried away at that time... your son. On the day when I finally obtained power, I will find the 

person that assassinated you that day, and take revenge for you, and for grandfather!” 

Xiao Che swore an oath in front of Xiao Ying’s grave and took another bow after getting up, before 

leaving with heavy footsteps. 

“From now on, I’m not Xiao Che anymore.... my name’s Yun Che!” 

—————————————— 

News of Xiao Yulong’s torture shook the entire Xiao Clan, and caused unrest in Xiao Clan for the rest of 

the night. Xiao Yunhai fainted for quite a long time after his fury dealt a blow to his heart and after 

waking up, like a madman, he ordered the entire clan to find the culprit. However, after searching for an 

entire night, not even a silhouette or a trace of the culprit could be found. 

The best explanation would be that it was the doing of someone within the Xiao Clan! 

Xiao Kuangyun was also furious at this matter, but he only got angry for awhile because he only felt the 

great pity of losing an obedient and capable slave. He could get that kind of slave anywhere he wanted. 

However, now he couldn’t bring back Xiao Yulong, who currently resembled neither human nor ghost, 

so thus his choice naturally fell on the person who was second to Xiao Yulong in yesterday’s 

“evaluation”. 

Third Elder Xiao Ze’s youngest grandson —— Xiao Chengzhi. 

If this happened, Xiao Ze and Xiao Chengzhi would undoubtedly be overjoyed. 

However the gaze of everyone in the clan had toward Xiao Ze, changed. Especially Xiao Yunhai and Xiao 

Li; when looking at Xiao Ze, murderous intent could be seen hidden deep in their eyes. 

If it really was a Xiao Clan member who had crippled Xiao Yulong, then Xiao Ze would be under the 

greatest of suspicions. 



However this was apparently none of Xiao Kuangyun’s concern. In the afternoon, sent off by all nobles 

of Floating Cloud City, the four people of the Xiao Sect took Xiao Chengzhi along with them to leave 

Floating Cloud City, and set foot on the road to Xiao Sect. Actually, with Xiao Sect’s capabilities, it was 

extremely easy for them to send a few flying profound beasts. However this time, under the Xiao Sect 

Master’s orders, they were forbidden to use any flying profound beasts in order for Xiao Kuangyun to 

gain experience. 

After Xiao Kuangyun had left, Chu Yueli also prepared to bring Xia Qingyue back to Frozen Cloud Asgard. 

“Master.” After bidding farewell to her father and brother, Xia Qingyue returned to Chu Yueli’s side. 

Chu Yueli turned her around, her snowy face, incomparably cool and elegant: “The distance between 

Frozen Cloud Asgard and here is quite far, after you return to Frozen Cloud Asgard, you may not know 

when you would have the opportunity to return. Don’t leave any unfinished business that you may care 

about.” 

“Rest assured, Master. Qingyue has already and completely made the appropriate preparations, so I 

may follow Master and depart at any possible time. Although father is reluctant about parting, he has 

always been deeply grateful about Qingyue entering Frozen Cloud Asgard.” 

Chu Yueli nodded: “If that’s the case, we can start our journey right now. Milady had always wanted to 

meet you for many years, ever since I have mentioned you to her. I believe that if she sees you, she 

would definitely like you.” 

“Father has already helped us prepare profound horses. I request Master to walk towards the foyer.” Xia 

Qingyue respectfully said. 

“No need.” Chu Yueli shook her head and said: “Profound horses are too slow. I’ll take you back using 

the Profound Floating Technique. Also, you should take care to sense the changes in my body’s 

profound energy in the middle of my technique, it will benefit your profound strength greatly in the 

future.... Let us depart; Give me your hand.” 

Xia Qingyue held out her delicately white right hand without hesitation. It was obvious that Chu Yueli’s 

Profound Floating Technique would speedily bring her up high into the sky. This thought had let a bit of 

excitement and expectation rise in her heart. 

Chu Yueli somewhat extended her ice-cold hand to grasp onto Xia Qingyue’s. In a flash, the coldness on 

her body shifted and the formidable Frozen Cloud Arts started to rapidly swirl.... But then Chu Yueli’s 

entire body suddenly began to shake. The recently activated Frozen Cloud Arts had also all of a sudden, 

disappeared without a trace. She turned her body towards Xia Qingyue, her beautiful unwavering gaze 

fixed onto Xia Qingyue.... It was clear that there was a certain kind of extreme astonishment in her eyes, 

as if there was an inconceivable worldly matter.” 

“Master? What’s wrong?” Xia Qingyue asked, alarmed, because of Chu Yueli’s frightening and 

unexpected reaction. 

“Impossible.... This is absolutely impossible!!” 

Chu Yueli absentmindedly soliloquized as she suddenly extended her other hand. After both her hands 

grabbed onto Xia Qingyue’s right wrist as the coldness on her body spread out. Chu Yueli’s beautiful 



eyes then widened yet again as her entire body fiercely trembled more than before; on her face, rested 

an expression of complete speechlessness and incredulous astonishment.... And ecstasy! She firmly 

snatched Xia Qingyue’s hand as she looked her in the eye and actually became temporarily speechless 

due to her intensely stirred up emotions. 

Her expression let Xia Qingyue become more and more alarmed: “Master.... wh.... what the heck’s going 

on?” 

“Qingyue!” Chu Yueli was suddenly aware of her heart’s frantic throbbing that she was unable to 

alleviate and stop. When practicing the Frozen Cloud Arts, one’s frame of mind would lean, bit by bit, 

towards an ice-cold and silent state. It was extremely difficult to be swayed and risen up with only 

momentum. It was not known for how many years, had her emotions been this out of control: “Inform 

this master, what exactly have you encountered during this period of time? Did you come across an 

extraordinary person? Or did consume some kind of pill that’s against the gods!” 

“I....” Xia Qingyue momentarily stared for a while. 

“Altogether, a person can only have a total of Fifty Four Profound Entrances. An ordinary person is gifted 

with approximately ten inborn profound entrances while a person with high innate talent may be gifted 

with around fifteen profound entrances. When I first found you, I discovered that you had twenty one 

naturally opened profound entrances, an exceptionally great gift only seen once in a million! If one has 

more profound entrances opened, their cultivation of the profound, and their activation speed will 

increase. No matter what, a practitioner with twenty opened profound entrances would undoubtedly 

cultivate and activate their profound strength twice as fast as a practitioner born with only ten opened 

profound entrances.” 

“It is extremely difficult to open a profound entrance, for it even took Milady a century’s worth of time 

to merely open seven profound entrances and achieve the opening of thirty profound entrances. In the 

entire Blue Wind Empire, the people who have achieved the supreme state of opening of thirty 

profound entrances, could not possibly surpass five! The reason why the Profound Opening Powder, the 

gift Xiao Sect gave to Xiao Clan, could speed up the cultivation process is due to it being able to 

temporarily open three to four profound entrances for a short period of time. However, that is merely a 

temporary effect.... Even so, the Profound Opening Powder is still a considerably precious medicine to 

Xiao Sect.” 

“Yet Qingyue, your....” Chu Yueli forcefully grabbed onto Xia Qingyue’s shoulders as her beautiful eyes 

unblinkingly stared at her: “Fifty Four Profound Entrances have all been completely opened! And they all 

actually have been permanently opened.... do you understand what this implies? This means that the 

speed of your profound cultivation and activation would be almost double that of Milady’s! It would also 

be quintuply faster than that of an ordinary person’s! Not only that, the cultivation of any profound skill 

you practice in would be limitless. Whenever your profound strength makes a breakthrough, it shall 

never hit a ‘bottleneck’!” 

“When all the profound veins in the Fifty Four Profound Entrances have been completely opened, they 

are what legends refer to as the ‘Heavenly God’s Spiritual Veins,’ and it is said that only a God from the 

legends would possess these profound veins! This has never happened before in the entire history of 

the Blue Wind Empire! Qingyue.... in this period of time, what exactly have you gone through!” 



Chapter 38 – Peerless Sage 

Chu Yueli’s words stupefied Xia Qingyue. 

Of course Chu Yueli knew of the profound veins’ Fifty Four Profound Entrances. It was common 

knowledge amongst the profound practitioners. She understood the concept of fully opening the 

profound entrances, but it was only plausible in theory as no one had ever heard of anyone achieving 

such a state. It has been said that only the ancient gods were capable of having “Heavenly God’s 

Spiritual Veins”. It was simply an extravagant expectation that humanity could never obtain! 

Ever since Xiao Che’s acupuncture treatment, Xia Qingyue felt that her spiritual and physical state had 

improved tremendously. The channeling of her profound strength had become very smooth. The flow of 

her profound strength had also been completely unobstructed. These changes occasionally came with a 

“this body cannot actually be mine” sort of feeling. Having recalled what Chu Yueli had told her about 

the Heavenly God’s Spiritual Veins, Xia Qingyue went into a state of shock.... 

The Fifty Four Profound Entrances were fully opened... Heavenly God’s Spiritual Veins.... 

How could this be possible! How was this possible!! 

But, as one of the Frozen Cloud’s Seven Fairies, why would Chu Yueli speak an untruth? Given her level 

of training in the seventh level of the Sky Profound Realm, how could she not sense the state of Xia 

Qingyue’s profound vein? As a Frozen Cloud Fairy, Chu Yueli had long since sealed away her emotions, 

but at this moment she couldn’t help but show genuine excitement on her face. 

But, how could I... 

Could it be.... be.... 

In Xia Qingyue’s mind, she saw Xiao Che’s figure... She remembered the mornings they spent together as 

he treated her with those silver needles. She remembered the reasons he gave her for the treatment “to 

disperse the cold” and “to clear the meridians”. She remembered how Xiao Che would be completely 

exhausted after each treatment.... 

She recalled every one of the silver needles that pricked her body.... There were a total of fifty four!! It 

was the same as the number of profound entrances! 

Could it really have been him? 

No.... it could only have been him! Aside from him, there were no others who have touched her body. 

And because of his “treatment”, her body had shown such an enormous change. 

But, he was only a member of the Xiao Clan, not to mention a person with a damaged profound vein, 

how was it possible that he had such an ability.... 

It could be seen that Xia Qingyue did not have an immediate answer because her eyes were full of 

uncertainty and complex emotions. Chu Yueli extremely positive that, in the short span of a few days, 

Xia Qingyue must have went through an incredible experience. She quickly asked: “Qingyue, quickly, tell 

me who or what allowed you to clear all your profound vein entrances?” 

“It... it was a person.... only I didn’t think he went so far...” 



“A person?” Chu Yueli was filled with shock: “What was this senior called? Or what did he look like? 

With such godly abilities it would be impossible for no one to have not heard of him!” 

“An ability that can shock all those under the heavens” these words used to describe the man with the 

ability to completely open the profound entrances was definitely not an exaggeration. 

“If I told you I’m an exceptionally skilled spirit doctor, would you believe me?” 

The words that she once ignored, were now beginning to occupy her thoughts. Only, her feelings right 

now was earth shattering different than of that time before.. At the same time, she recalled that after 

Yun Che’s third treatment, he breathlessly told her: “Qingyue, my wife, if one day your master discovers 

your changes, definitely do not tell her it was from my treatment..... unless you want to become a 

widow....” 

One person who, in a short time, can complete open the profound for another. If someone with his 

capabilities, were to have his name spread far and wide, one can imagine the uproar and danger that 

would follow from those who would, at any cost, seek out this power for themselves. 

“He said he was a spirit doctor.” Xia Qingyue had on a complicated look: “Only, he did not permit me to 

tell anyone else anything about him, I beg your forgiveness master.” 

Hearing Xia Qingyue’s plea, Chu Yueli became quite disappointed, but she did not press further, and only 

gave a nod: “To have such an ability that could even oppose the gods, he must be a saint with the power 

to transcend the mundane world! Let’s not question something we have no hopes of understanding! 

Within the Blue Wind Empire, I am acquainted with a doctor who is not only very skilled, but also has 

the ability to open three of the profound entrances. He became known as Blue Wind’s number one 

doctor. But when compared to the man who can fully opened the profound entrances, Blue Wind’s 

number one doctor isn’t even fit to be the dirt at his feet. Hidden experts, like the one that treated you, 

typically try to avoid the public eye. You received his gift, and thus you should protect his secret.” 

Qingyue silently nodded in her heart. 

Those days, each morning he treated me while exhausting his own profound energy, claiming to 

“disperse the cold air” and “clear the meridians” were only a cover. His true intentions were to 

completely open her profound entrances. Qingyue finally realized Yun Che’s intentions after listening to 

Chu Yueli. And the “ability that could even oppose the gods” her master said, were actually all done 

using merely a few silver needles. 

What exactly was he...? 

Chu Yueli had a very pleasant smile on her face, the way she looked at Xia Qingyue has also changed. 

The way she looked at Qingyue was many times more passionate than before. Solemnly, Chu Yueli said: 

“ When we return to the Frozen Asgard Palace, I will definitely report this to Milady. I believe the Lady 

will be very pleased and even accept you as her personal disciple. You will have access to all the 

resources within the entire Asgard. Given your current level of profound training, even if you only put in 

the minimal amount of effort you will still become one of the greatest geniuses within Frozen Cloud 

Asgard! In the next Blue Wind Ranking Tournament, you will inevitably become famous, and your name 

shall be known throughout the empire! Perhaps, because of you, we may finally break away from the 



fated suppression that lasted several hundred of years under the Heavenly Sword Villa! Our name would 

then be number one throughout the Blue Wind Empire!” 

“...I will definitely work hard and not disappoint Master.” Xia Qingyue nodded slightly, as mixed 

emotions ran through her head. 

“Oh right! Qingyue, since that senior gave you such a great gift, he must favor you quite a bit. Did he 

leave you anything or tell you how you can find him?” Chu Yueli asked with hope. Even if she were ten 

thousand times smarter, she wouldn’t be able to guess that this “senior” was even associated with the 

useless trash in everyone’s eyes, Yun Che. 

“...no.” Qingyue shook her head. 

“Sigh, I got a little too greedy.” Chu Yueli tried to pay it no heed and smiled, but then was overcome with 

a sense of disappointment: “However, should this skilled individual visit Frozen Cloud Asgard, even if 

only to grant us a tip or two, it would definitely be immensely beneficial to our Asgard. 

Then, Xia Qingyue suddenly recalled something in her heart. After some hesitation, Qingyue said: 

“Master, at that time he mentioned he was looking for three things.... Seven Profound Gem Grass, a 

Purple Veined Heaven Crystal, and lastly an Earth Profound Realm beast’s core. If... If we can find those 

three things for him, then perhaps he may visit the Frozen Cloud Asgard and express his gratitude to us.” 

Xia Qingyue was not very good at lying, and when she said those lies she did not even dare to look Chu 

Yueli in the eyes. 

“Purple Veined Heaven Crystal, Seven Profound Gem Grass, and an Earth Profound Realm beast’s 

Core...” Chu Yueli muttered the names of these three items in a low voice, and memorized the names in 

her heart. “Although these items are extremely difficult to obtain, given the power of our Frozen Cloud 

Asgard, it would not be impossible. I will discuss this matter with Milady and she will decide on how to 

handle it.” 

“Qingyue, let us go now. The Lady and the other members of our Sect will never expect the surprise I am 

bringing to them.” 

Chu Yueli held onto Xia Qingyue and took her into the sky. In an instant they reached hundreds of 

meters, turned into two streams of phantasmal trails, and headed northwest. 

This was Xia Qingyue’s first time flying through the air. Although it should have been a very exciting 

experience, her turbulent heart was preoccupied by something else. 

They soon passed the limits of Floating Cloud City. Xia Qingyue glanced back, and tears formed in her 

eyes as the city grew distant. The restlessness in her heart could not be calmed. 

In the end, what kind of person are you?...... In this world, who can truly understand you? 

You’ve done me such a huge favor, just so that I won’t be able to forget you? From now on every time I 

train in the profound, I will surely think about you.... 

You were banished from your clan, but where did you go? Where are you now? 

“Qingyue my wife, are you asleep?” 



“Wow wow! Qingyue my wife, did you become even more beautiful today? Men always say their wives 

grow more beautiful by the day, and it was actually true.” 

*sniff sniff* “Qingyue my wife, did you stealthily go pick jasmine flowers in the morning? If not, how can 

you be so fragrant? Could this be the legendary female body fragrance?” 

“Qingyue my wife, after the month is over and you depart for the Frozen Cloud Asgard, we probably 

won’t have another opportunity to see one another... When you’re away, will you occasionally think 

about me?” 

.................. 

“Qingyue my wife”, that was how he would always call her. He addressed her like that at every given 

opportunity. She slowly became accustomed to that title....From now on, she knew she would never 

again hear someone mention that title when referring to her. The thought caused her heart to tighten. 

As she thought about it, her heart continued to ache. 

“Qingyue? What’s wrong? Why has your heartbeat become erratic?” Chu Yueli glanced at her from the 

side. 

Xia Qingyue gently shook her head: “I’m fine, just...a little homesick...” 

Chu Yueli did not grasp the true meaning behind what Xia Qingyue meant when she said “home”. Chu 

Yueli said with relief: “When a girl leaves her home for the first time, it is only normal to be sentimental. 

But the day your profound training reaches the Sky Profound Realm, traveling vast distances will 

become a simple matter. When that moment comes, it will be easier for you to return when you miss 

home.” 

When Xia Qingyue mentioned home, Chu Yueli naturally thought of one person, she casually said: “Your 

younger brother, I remember his name... Xia Yuanba. Yesterday, I took the opportunity to check his 

profound vein; he was naturally born with nine profound entrances. Although his talent is mediocre, his 

profound veins are a whole two times thicker than that of a normal person’s. It was the first time I have 

ever seen anything like it. Perhaps, that is one of the reasons why your brother is so burly. I will try to 

find more information regarding his condition once we return.” 

“I thank Master for the consideration.” Xia Qingyue said gently. Her eyes shifted towards the direction 

of her home and she gently murmured: “After I’m gone, Yuanba will also head toward New Moon City 

by himself and enter the New Moon Profound Palace. I hope he won’t get bullied and always live in 

peace......” 

Chapter 39 – Blood Soaked Jasmine 

Cyan Forest Town was located nearly two hundred kilometers west of Floating Cloud City. Although it 

was located on a remote piece of land, there were quite a number of residents, and occasionally 

travelers would pass by. This place could be considered a necessary route when traveling from Floating 

Cloud City to New Moon City. 

The scorching sun and the ground covered in cracks because of its rays, made people feel more agitated 

than usual. At this time, a Group of six people appeared on the streets in town. The first and leading one 

had a big and intimidating build, carried an one and half meter long bronze machete. His facial features 



were demonic, and his eyes emitted maliciousness. The ones behind him both wore jackets made of 

animal skin, wielding swords, knives, maces and various weapons. 

Their appearance immediately tensed up the atmosphere on the street. Passerbys all quickly moved to 

the side of the street, their footsteps also became very cautious as their faces contorted with fear...... 

Only until these six people entered a small inn in town, were they finally able to feel relieved and left 

hastily. 

Bang!! 

The bulky man wearing silver armor slammed the huge machete that was almost as tall as a grown man 

into the biggest table at the center of the inn, and roared : “This table belongs to this granddaddy now, 

scram if you don’t want to die!” 

The four people who were enjoying their drinks were just about to express the rage, however their 

complexions quickly changed when they saw the bulky man’s face. They didn’t dare to even mutter a 

word as they left the table obediently. The man then stretched out his thick arm and swept the table, 

then lowly roared in the deafening sound of shattering tableware: “Bring out all the best dishes you 

have in this inn!” 

The innkeeper was already there to greet them; as he looked at the remains of broken plates and glass, 

he felt as if his heart was bleeding. However, he forcefully smiled on the surface and said: “Silver..... 

Silver Dragons’ young masters, please rest a while, drinks and foods will come soon, very soon.” 

Those six people belonged to Cyan Forest Town’s infamous Silver Dragon Mercenary Group, and the 

bulky man wielding the huge machete was the head, Yin Long, who dubbed himself as the “Silver 

Dragon”. At the age of a little over forty, his profound strength actually reached the second level of the 

True Profound Realm. Compared to Cyan Forest Town, where even one at the fourth level of the 

Nascent Profound Realm would be considered strong, he was unquestionably an unsurmountable 

existence here. Because of this, the Silver Dragon Mercenary Group became the strongest mercenary 

group in Cyan Forest Town and acted as if laws doesn’t exist, with no one daring to provoke them. 

(TL: ‘Yin Long’ sounds the same as ‘Silver Dragon’ phonetically) 

After the group of six sat down, the five other mercenary members then started to spew out all sorts of 

flattery. The six’s sound of speaking, laughing and cursing filled the entire inn. They had gotten used to 

this kind of lawless conduct a long time ago. The surrounding customers became more afraid due to 

Silver Dragon’s tyranny and no one dared to speak more than the bare necessity. 

At this time, another group of five appeared at the inn door. At a glance, the leader of the group was a 

young man who appeared to be a little over twenty, had a mediocre body figure, and a plain looking 

face. However, inconsistent with his features, his apparel was nevertheless incomparably extravagant, 

and anyone in the town would lock onto his clothes for a quite a while with envious eyes of thirst that 

were incapable of moving away. 

He stood in front of the inn for a while; his eyes swept over the people in the inn with an extraordinarily 

arrogant gaze, as if he was looking at lesser animals that didn’t even deserve to be paid attention to. 

Right after, his brow slanted, and he coldly snorted. 



From behind him, a handsome youth that only looked seventeen or eightteen hurriedly came up, bowed 

before him and smiled with an apologetic overtone: “Young Master Xiao, all inns are like this in remote 

lands, it is probably not possible to find any decent ones within fifty kilometers, please bear with it a 

little.” 

Those five people, as expected, were Xiao Kuangyun, Xiao Moshan, Xiao Ba, Xiao Jiu, and Xiao Chengzhi 

who was brought out of Xiao Clan. They were on their way back to Xiao Sect from Floating Cloud City. 

Xiao Chengzhi was exhilarated the whole trip, and when he thought of how he had almost arrived at the 

Xiao Sect, he ended up laughing even in his sleep. In front of Xiao Kuangyun, he bended over to fawn 

and to curry favor. He didn’t dare to make the slightest slip against him...... If he could satisfactorily 

serve this Xia’s young master, and get a good word from him at a later date, he should be able to live as 

he wants even in the Xiao Sect. 

“Hmph!” Xiao Kuangyun snorted from his nose, took another uninterested glance around, and walked 

inside. 

Xiao Chengzhi hurriedly rushed ahead and occupied the table at the best location, squatted down and 

cleaned the wooden chair with his sleeves. He then looked at Xiao Kuangyun with adulation, and 

shouted: “Owner, immediately serve the dishes...... select the best ones you have!” 

Xiao Kuangyun’s group had just came in, and they were already targeted by the gazes of the six from 

Silver Dragon Mercenary Group. One of them laughed with disdain: “Ha! That little brat is acting quite 

wild, look at that expression he had when he saw us, tsk tsk.” 

“It’s probably some rich family’s young master who’s sightseeing on a vacation, just look at that 

succulent skin and flesh, it feels like water could leak out if you just squeeze them a little. But he actually 

dares to mess around in our turf, does he not know how the word “death” is written?” 

“Boss, do you want me to go up and teach them who’s turf they’re in? Who cares which family’s young 

master he is, within the territory of Silver Dragon Mercenary Group, everyone will need to be obedient 

to us.” 

“PAAAA!” 

Yin Long slammed the chicken leg he was eating with immense force, and lifted the huge machete near 

his feet in one go: “Let this daddy here personally go greet them. I’ve taken a liking to the clothes he’s 

wearing, if I brought them back to my son, he would definitely be very delighted, hahahaha......” 

After he said that, he carried his machete and blatantly walked toward Xiao Kuangyun’s table, smashed 

the table with his machete from three steps away, and said with an acrimonious tone: “Brat! Seems like 

your clothes are pretty neat? However, looking at your shameful figure, it’s such a waste that they’re 

being worn by you. Take them off immediately!” 

“Strip! Take them off now! You heard me!” 

“If you don’t want to strip, we’ll help you take them off.” 

“If our boss strips you personally later, it won’t be that gentle anymore, AHAHAHAHA!” 



The Silver Dragon Mercenary Group’s fodders continued to jeer. The people in the inn all moved away 

from them, and looked at Xiao Kuangyun’s group with pity. The innkeeper and attendant hid even 

further away and didn’t dare to come up and dissuade them. 

But contrary to the expectations of everyone there, when facing the notorious Silver Dragon Mercenary 

Group, Xiao Kuangyun’s table of people seemed extraordinarily calm, to the point of being eerie. Xiao 

Kuangyun reached out his hand, wiped his clothes that got tainted with wine with disgust, and coldly 

spoke: “Dispose them all.” 

“En? Dispose? What did he just say?” 

“He said to dispose us all! Ahahahaha......AHH!!!” 

The mocking sound of the Silver Dragon Mercenary Group immediately turned into ear splitting screams 

of agony. Xiao Ba’s figure rushed out like a bolt of lightning, and blasted three of the noisiest flying. It 

was followed by the *kacha kacha* sound of bones breaking. 

Yin Long’s barbaric smile disappeared. He jumped back a step, and revealed a terrified expression: 

“Spirit......Spirit Profound Realm!!” 

When the words “Spirit Profound Ream” came out, it was as if a bomb went off inside the inn; everyone 

was shaken and rendered speechless! Only sects and major cities would have these kind of superbly 

powerful beings. And in this tiny Cyan Forest Town, it was a level that no one had ever seen in their 

entire lives, that only existed in their wildest dreams! 

Just as Yin Long finished speaking, the other two mercenary followers were blown over ten meters away 

by Xiao Ba with the swing of a palm and fell unconsciously on the ground. Yin Long’s entire body began 

to tremble, then fell to the ground on his knees and prostrated excessively: “S...So... Sorry.... My eyes 

have failed to see....I was unable to recognize great beings such as yourself, I... I deserve to die... I 

deserve to die!” 

If he knew the opponent was actually a master that had achieved Spirit Profound Realm, he wouldn’t 

have tried to provoke them even if he were to die. 

“Dispose of him.” Xiao Kuangyun uttered coldly . 

As the voice faded, Xiao Ba’s hand also swept down and shattered both of Yin Long’s arms in midst of his 

screams of agony. 

At this time, a youth’s silhouette appeared at the inn door. 

When Yun Che left Floating Cloud City, he didn’t actually have a destination in mind. Thinking about the 

wooden tablet he received from Xiao Lie, he asked around on the way, and intentionally walked toward 

the direction of New Moon City. He needed to reach a bigger and more populated place, so that there 

would be a higher chance of finding the necessary items to repair his broken profound vein. 

His constitution was too weak, and since he couldn’t bear to spend the little money he had on a horse, 

he could only travel by foot with a really slow speed. When he arrived at Cyan Forest Town, he was 

already extremely fatigued and hungry. As he saw the inn on the side of the street, he flipped through 

what little profound coins he had, made a self-deprecating smile and headed toward it. 



Just as he arrived by the door, he heard a scream similar to the slaughtering of a pig. Following the 

sound, he immediately saw the Xiao Kuangyun and Xiao Moshan that were sitting together, with Xiao 

Chengzhi standing the side...... He immediately stopped on his tracks, rotated his body around and left 

hastily. But as he turned his body around, Xiao Ba’s complexion immediately changed when he, by 

chance, looked in the direction of the door when he had just shattered Yin Long’s arms. 

“Innkeeper, take these eye sores and throw them out!!” Xiao Kuangyun coldly growled. A group of trash 

lower than ants, dared to actually ruin his interest in having a meal. 

“Ah...... yes, yes, yes, yes!” The innkeeper’s body shook at his growl, continuously nodded with panic, 

and cautiously started to carry the Silver Dragon Mercenary Group members outside, together with his 

attendant...... Because Yin Long was at the second level of the True Profound Realm, there wasn’t 

anyone who dared to offend him in Cyan Forest Town. But even a random servant of this extremely 

arrogant and cruel youth was at Spirit Profound Realm, how could they possibly dare to even slightly 

disobey him? 

“Young Master.” Xiao Ba walked to the side of Xiao Kuangyun, and whispered a few sentences in his ear. 

“En? You’re talking about the good for nothing that got kicked out of Xiao Clan?” After listening to Xiao 

Ba’s report, Xiao Kuangyun’s eyes narrowed as he sneered: “Very good, I almost forgot about the 

existence of this character, and even the heavens has now presented him to me...... Xiao Ba, go and 

disfigure his face for me.” 

“The Sect Master had said that you shouldn’t use the Sect’s authority to oppress others outside.” Xiao 

Moshan blandly said. 

“Hmph! That Xiao Clan’s wastrel actually embarrassed me in public the other day, not parading his 

corpse down the Floating Cloud City is already merciful enough. Xiao Ba, after you disfigure his face, cut 

his tongue out too. Wasn’t he such a good speaker? I’ll see how eloquent he is at speaking after that!” 

Xiao Kuangyun said in a low voice. 

That day at Xiao Clan, Yun Che tore apart his scheme in public, and slapped every single line he uttered 

in his face; how could he not bear a grudge in his heart? About him wanting to disfigure Yun Che’s face, 

it was of course out of jealousy........ He was even more jealous that this wastrel actually married the Xia 

Qingyue that he couldn’t even obtain. 

Xiao Moshan didn’t speak anymore. Xiao Ba nodded silently, steadily walked out of the inn, and chased 

in Yun Che’s general direction. 

Chapter 40 – Blood Soaked Jasmine (2) 

Although Cyan Forest Town’s shops were few in number, they still had all the necessities. Knitting his 

brows tightly, Yun Che hastened his footsteps, and soon turned into a pharmacy on the right. 

“Shopkeeper, are there any Purple Lantern Flowers and Iron Sand Vines?” Yun Che said immediately 

after entering the pharmacy, and at the same time quickly scanned the pharmacy with his eyes. 

At a glance, the pharmacy shopkeeper looked like a listless and bored middle-aged man. The medicinal 

herbs Yun Che asked for were also the most common of medicinal herbs. Purple Lantern Flowers could 

dispel colds and Iron Sand Vines could be refined into the lowest grade Profound Recovery Pellet; both 



could be found anywhere and were very inexpensive. The shopkeeper feebly responded: “There are, 

how much do you want?” 

“A quarter kilos of each!” Yun Che said with haste. 

The shopkeeper readily wrapped the medicine, and threw it at him: “Twenty Yellow Profound Coins 

altogether.” 

【Author’s Note: Profound Sky Continent’s currency are split into three different kinds: Yellow Profound 

Coin, Cyan Profound Coin, and Purple Profound Coin. 1 Purple Profound Coin = 100 Cyan Profound Coins 

= 10000 Yellow Profound Coins. Profound Coin Value Reference: Profound Sky Continent’s average 

household’s annual income is about 30000 Yellow Profound Coin, or 3 Purple Profound Coins】 

Putting the Profound Coins on the counter, Yun Che left in a hurry; without stopping, he headed toward 

the town’s Southern Exit. 

Xiao Ba, whom now has discovered his silhouette, didn’t hurry to attack but instead trailed behind him 

without any expressions on his face. 

Cyan Forest Town’s exit quickly appeared before them. To the south of Cyan Forest Town was a vast 

vein of mountains, namely the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range. These mountains were inhabited by a 

variety of profound beasts, making it very dangerous. Even the Cyan Forest Town’s military unit and 

practitioners who practiced in the profound, who were known for their strength, only dared to move 

around in the outermost parts of the mountains. When one goes deeper into the mountains, higher 

leveled profound beasts would be encountered and this often ended with narrow escapes. The reason 

why the mountain was named the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, was because in the center of the 

mountain vein there lived an enormous fire breathing Great Flame Dragon, thus granting it that name. 

However that was only in legends and no one had actually seen it before. Dragons were at the apex of 

profound beasts, so even the lowest leveled dragons are terrifyingly powerful. And if they really existed, 

there was no possibility of survival after seeing one. 

Stepping into Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, Yun Che slowly inhaled, hugged the two bags of medicine 

he’d bought from the pharmacy onto his chest with his right hand, and covered the medicine with his 

left hand as the Sky Poison Pearl’s radiance twinkled...... Suddenly, a large amount of flakes fell through 

from his hands. As Yun Che removed his left hand, what’s left in his palm was only a small pile of purple-

black powder. 

The Purple Lantern Flower didn’t have any poisonous properties, and neither does Iron Sand Vine, so 

there wouldn’t be any poisonous responses even if both were consumed together. Even if it were 

poisonous, a normal poison’s effect would be only miniscule against powerful individuals that had 

achieved the Spirit Profound Realm; or may not even have any effect at all. 

However, a powder created by combining certain components of the Purple Lantern Flower and the Iron 

Sand Vine together, had the properties to tremendously irritate the eyes. If touched by the eye, no 

matter how powerful one’s profound strength may be, they would still lose their sight temporarily. 

Grasping this handful of powder, Yun Che slowly turned around and looked at Xiao Ba, who wasn’t even 

ten steps away from him, that appeared like a ghost without presence. 



Xiao Ba became slightly surprised when Yun Che was able to notice him. He looked at Yun Che with 

scorn, and coldly said: “You’re called Xiao Che, right? The good for nothing that was kicked out of Xiao 

Clan!” 

“No, I am named Yun Che!” Yun Che leisurely stared back at him. There wasn’t a single hint of fear on 

this face. 

“Hmph!” Xiao Ba wasn’t actually interested what his name was, nor did he react to Yun Che’s leisure 

gesture, since dealing with a super wastrel with damaged profound veins wasn’t something he even 

needed to think about: “I’ve got orders from my young master to deliver you to meet your maker! In the 

next life, remember not to provoke those that you can’t afford to offend!” 

(TL: original said meet Yama, king of Chinese hell) 

As his voice faded, a short blade already appeared in Xiao Ba’s hand. He then swung his right hand, and 

the blade flew toward with Yun Che with the ear-piercing sound of space being torn apart.... Xiao 

Kuangyun wanted him to disfigure Yun Che’s face and cut off his tongue, but he evidently didn’t have 

the patience to waste so much time and energy on a complete trash like him. He was too lazy to even 

touch Yun Che at all, so he just threw out a blade and aimed it directly at the throat. 

When Xiao Ba suddenly took out the short blade, Yun Che’s brow shook violently, and when Xiao Ba 

swung his right arm out, his heart finally dropped.... He had prepared for Xiao Ba to rush forward and 

bash him, but he didn’t expect that a person that had achieved the Spirit Profound Realm from Xiao Sect 

would actually use weapons against a worthless person like him! And even assassinating him using 

throwing knives! 

With the pitifully insignificant profound power in his body, how could he dodge a throwing knife thrown 

by a powerful being that had reached the Spirit Profound Realm? 

Was this Xiao Ba’s personality twisted? He actually acted offbeat from the logic of a normal person! To 

even use weapons in order kill someone who didnn’t possess profound power at all like me; won’t he 

feel ashamed if others knew about this?...Yun Che powerlessly cursed in his heart. As the blade reflected 

in his pupils got closer, his consciousness promptly tried to dodge the knife by reflex, but his slow body 

had no chance of dodging it at all.... 

Just as the knife was about to piece Yun Che’s throat, a red shadow shot out of Yun Che’s body like a 

lightning bolt, and darted toward Xiao Ba.... 

Hissssss~~~~~~~ 

The short blade had not pierced Yun Che’s throat and simply vanished from his vision! But now behind 

Xiao Ba’s body, was the addition of a petite silhouette. She had her back towards Yun Che; dressed in a 

white one piece, she exhibited a naked shin and feet that were as beautiful as jade. As her red hair 

scattered all the way down to her waist, this enchanting allure was unparalleled. 

And in her right hand, was clearly the short blade that Xiao Ba shot at him! 

This girl... her clothes, and red hair... don’t tell me.... 



Xiao Ba still kept the same posture as when he threw the short blade, his whole body froze like before. 

In the ghastly silence, he didn’t turn around, nor did his expression and movements change at all, as if 

he was suspended in time. The only change would be that his pupils contracted to the size of the eye of 

a needle, as if at that moment, he saw the world’s most horrifying scene.... 

As a gust of refreshing breeze brushed by, Xiao Ba’s erect body suddenly fell apart in the light wind... 

That’s right! It fell apart, like the collapse of a pile of toy building blocks that fell down one block at a 

time, to become a pool of blood and a countless number of minute dismembered pieces. 

As the wind blew into Yun Che’s face, it brought back the pungent scent of blood. His whole body was 

petrified in place. As he looked at the back of the girl, his pupils contracted violently, and couldn’t 

breath at all. Even his heartbeat had almost completely stopped. 

Her garment and red hair revealed to him that this was clearly the girl that he met during that night in 

the rear mountains, who also entered inside the Sky Poison Pearl. However, after going into the Sky 

Poison Pearl, she had always been unconsciously sleeping... But now, she had awoken, left the Sky 

Poison Pearl by herself, and showed him the most terrifying scene he had ever witnessed in the 

Profound Sky Continent. 

In just that instant, it was doubtless that this girl was able to grab the knife that almost pierced his 

throat, rushed toward Xiao Ba, and killed him... The whole process could only be seen as a flash of red 

light that lasted during an inconsiderably puny tick of time... Xiao Ba’s body was entirely minced, and to 

be dismantled into such a state, it would at least take over hundreds of strikes.... 

In other words,this girl not only intercepted the knife that almost took his life just a moment ago, but 

also used the same knife and chopped Xiao Ba at least several hundreds times!! 

Was... Was this even the ability a small girl could have? 

No! Was this even a realm that “humans” could reach?!! 

Dong! 

“Uuuuu....” 

During Yun Che’s extreme state of shock, the girl’s short blade suddenly dropped to the ground, and she 

emitted a painful moan that usually could be heard from a small animal. Right after that, her entire body 

slowly assumed a squatting position onto the ground, and her petite body shivering slightly, as if bathing 

inside an icy cold gust.... 

“This hateful Absolute God Slaying Poison...... How could I, the princess... experience such a.... 

rebound... when only using this degree of power... Uuuu....” Yun Che carefully walked two steps closer, 

and every time his gaze fell onto the puddle of blood, his heart would feel a chill... Who was this red-

haired girl! Xiao Ba was from Xiao Sect, so his true strength was at least in the lower levels of Spirit 

Profound Realm! It was probable that almost no one in Floating Cloud City could even match him; 

however this girl had instantly killed him in a flash! 

(TL: I, the princess – An arrogant way of speaking whereby one refers to themselves as someone of 

importance. She may or may not be a real princess. Similar to that of the Japanese “ore”. If in English, 

would just be “I”... may translate this phrase into this princess or I* next time) 



This girl undoubtedly appeared to be only twelve or thirteen! At this age, even reaching Elementary 

Profound Realm would be rare. Xia Qingyue reaching tenth level of the Elementary Profound Realm at 

the age of sixteen was already considered to be the number one genius in the entire city, but this girl...... 

this girl...... 

This was the first time, since arriving in this Profound Sky Continent, that Yun Che was genuinely 

shocked for the first time. For when he looked at the scene before his eyes, it completely exceeded his 

apprehension... his apprehension gained from an entire two lifetimes! 

Yun Che took a heavy deep breath, strove to calm down with great effort, clenched his teeth, and finally 

spoke: “Little girl, you... woke up?” 

Hearing Yun Che’s voice, the girl’s body stopped shivering. She slowly stood up, turned around, and 

showed her face that was as delicate as a doll. Although this immature and tender face and was 

unbelievably beautiful, right now it had an apparent expression of pain. She looked at Yun Che, and 

spoke with a tender but icy cold tone: “How unbelievable, the Sky Poison Pearl would actually choose a 

useless common person like you as its master! Don’t tell me that this Heavenly Profound Treasure’s 

spirituality had already become distorted?” 

Strictly speaking, this was the first time Yun Che saw her face to face. Although he had visited her many 

times everyday in the Sky Poison Pearl, as he looked at her again right now, Yun Che still was incapable 

of turning his gaze away away. This was due to the extreme beauty of the girl, she was beautiful enough 

to the point of being able to steal souls. Every single feature on her snow like face were exquisitely 

delicate and perfect beyond compare; moreover, it reached the pinnacle of indescribably perfection. 

Her eyes were sparkling and translucent like precious black gemstones, but were also as profound as the 

night sky. From her eyes, Yun Che saw a kind of loftiness.... Yet this loftiness was absolutely not like Xiao 

Kuangyun’s kind of senseless and haughty arrogance that abused authority, but a noble aloofness that 

came from the soul; as if before her eyes, every spirit in this world were all, without exception, simply 

just large ants, while every living thing in this world was comparable to be as insignificant as dust. 

.................................... 

Cyan Forest Town, within the inn. 

All the entrees and side dishes had been served, yet Xiao Ba still had not returned. 

Xiao Kuangyun started to feel agitated, and snorted coldly: “Against a piece of trash, he actually wasted 

this much time. Hmph, perhaps he got lost in this unfamiliar place? Xiao Jiu, you go take a look.” 

“Yes, Young Master!” Xiao Jiu accepted the order and immediately stood up to walk out of the inn, to 

then trail towards the direction Xiao Ba had previously gone. 

 


